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WE CAN'T FIX EVERYTHING, BUT WE
CAN:
 
- Make gear that lasts for years
The longer it lasts, the less the waste
 
-   Plant trees and rewild the Scottish
Highlands 
to offset some of the carbon (and guilt)
 
- Work with instructors and charities to
connect more people with the water
environment
The more people who care, the more who
will value it, and want to protect it
 

LET'S TALK ABOUT

SUSTAINABILITY

When an
inflatable

paddleboard
dies,  it

cannot be
recycled

To find out why, and how  McConks are
different, visit
www.mcconks.com

http://www.mcconks.com


Strange times… 
How was it for you? 
…lockdown that is. Did you cope? Or did you go stir crazy? Are 

one of those who’ve been (and still, as I write) shielding so 

can’t get wet yet? Maybe you’re back on the water and have 

been the last few weeks. At the very least the weather’s been 

lovely (certainly in my neck of the woods). Couldn’t have 

asked for much better in fact. And I’m thankful for a garden, 

as I appreciate those without may have found lockdown 

particularly tough – especially for those with young children. 

So now what? COVID-19 is by no means eradicated. Economically 
things are going to be challenging, so I get the need for businesses to 
re-open. But how will that affect infection rates and so on? Nobody 
knows, so it’s still very much suck it and see. 
 

And what of SUP? 
As we’re not out of the woods yet and a lot of foreign travel is 
restricted (I do feel for those who’ve booked overseas holidays and 
are now not able), it’s looking likely that 2020 will be the year of 
the (true) staycation. Sticking close to home has its merits, 
particularly if the weather continues to play ball. Because of this, 
as well as other factors, stand up paddle boarding sales – 
especially inflatables – have shot up since lockdown restrictions 
were eased – at least from what I’ve been told. It makes sense 
when you think about it. Having an easy to transport/use water toy 
is a way to increase overall fun and enjoyment when at the beach, 
lake or river. From a recreational SUP stand point this is probably 
the summer that will be bigger than ever. The perfect cocktail of 
elements in the wider world coming together to benefit the iSUP 
industry – at least in the short term. 

Of course, the wider issue of people losing jobs and having no 
income, having had to furlough for a few months, is a real concern. It 
seems we’re determined to make the most of what’s on offer during 
these high season months of strange times though. So ironically SUP 
seems to be doing well. The ease of getting involved for the first time 
and not having to take things too high performance, only helps. SUP 
as a lifestyle in the grass roots sense then… 

For us at SUPM it’s been a bit up in the air as to the logistics of 
putting a magazine together. Kit testing’s been a bit squiffy, with 
no water time during lockdown. This meant missing out on 
potential sessions with conditions applicable to kit such as surf 
SUPs. But we’ve still got there (just). Then there’s distribution 
headaches, such as actually getting SUPM printed and delivered in 
physical form. Having had the green light to start up again, the 
companies we work with, are now in a position to fulfil 
subscriptions and those new to the mag purchasing hard copies – 
hence why you’re reading this! 

SUPM is thrilled to be back for another issue, having weathered the 
storm of lockdown. Hopefully the whole pandemic will ease further 
– fingers crossed. In the meantime enjoy this issue of SUP Mag UK 
and if you’re able to get on the water make the most of it! Stay 
safe, observe the rules, and as always, holler at us if you want to 
contribute or have any feedback. Thanks for your support! 

Tez Plavenieks, June 2020 

tez@supmaguk.co.uk  

Twitter: @tezwoz.  

Instagram: @tez_plavenieks_sup_wind

editor’s note

mailto:tez@supmaguk.co.uk
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Thanks and praise to those who helped with this issue: 
we've had a lot of tireless support from lots of people; 
contributors, photographers and brands who've stepped up 
with supplying test/review kit as well as those superstars 
actually writing and shooting pics that make each feature 
zing andn pop. Also, the companies who help out (ongoing) 
with accessories and gear that allows us to get wet, create 
yet more content/articles and put together the very 
magazine you're reading. Without this support SUP Mag UK 
wouldn't exist (or at the very least it's be so much less than 
it currently is). So a MASSIVE thank you for your ongoing 
support - we truly appreciate it! If you want to get involved 
in any way for subsequent issues please get in touch. All the 
best from Anne, Pete and Tez: the SUP Mag UK team. 
 
Cover photo: Sarah Longhurst 
Riders: Mark Lloyd and Ben Longhurst (WSA) 
 
Not all contributors are professional writers and photographers, so don’t be 
put off writing because you have no experience! Next issue is August 2020 
with a deadline of submissions on July 5th. Technical Information: 
Contributions preferably as a Microsoft Word file with 800-1200 words, 
emailed to tez@supmaguk.co.uk. Images should be hi-resolution and 
emailed with the Word file or if preferred, a Dropbox folder will be created for 
you. SUP Mag UK encourages contributions of any nature but reserves the 
right to edit to the space available. Opinions expressed in this magazine are 
not necessarily those of the publishing parent company, 2b Graphic Design. 
The publishing of an advertisement in SUP Mag UK does not necessarily 
mean that the parent company, 2b Graphic Design, endorse the company, 
item or service advertised. All material in SUP Mag UK is strictly copyright 
and all rights are reserved. Reproduction without prior permission from the 
editor is forbidden.

mailto:submissions@standuppaddlemag.co.uk
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February 2020 
Ha! Another bloody virus from China. No doubt another 
SARS or MERS. These things are always overblown. One 
day a nasty one will come, but what’s the likelihood it’s 
this one? Zero. But what if…? Na. Don’t panic. Despite 
what the Daily Fail says, this isn’t affecting us. 

But actually, we’ve got a load due for production 
straight after Chinese New Year spring break. Production 
after spring break is always delayed. It never goes 
smoothly at the best of times – workers always find a 
reason not to get back south. And will COV2 make 
things even slower? Surely not. Still, at least we know 
our factory looks after their workers, gives them leave 
and looks after them if they’re ill. We sure as hell pay a 
premium to use them, but times like this make you 
remember why. But I do worry about Harry. He never 
seems to take leave. But it’s his factory. So his choice I 
guess. Amazing work ethic and so goddamn 
professional, but I couldn’t work his hours.  

Thankfully, all of our suppliers are in southern China, 
and it sure as hell ain’t gonna get far out of Wuhan. And 
at least in Guangzhou, air quality is tightly measured 
and controlled, unlike the northern factories. That 
tighter control makes me a little more confident that 
biosecurity hazards are better understand than 
amongst some of the cowboy factory zones! 

But if it does, what will happen…? A delay to 
production, and getting that big preorder to the 
National Trust won’t happen on time. Not a good start 
for a new customer! And preorders for our schools will 
be a disaster. We’ve given them guaranteed delivery 
dates, with penalties. A delay would be bad for our 
reputation, but will also wipe out any margin on those 
deals. Still, it’s not really going to happen is it. Hmm. 
Maybe we should take out insurance on those delay 
penalties? But actually, who would underwrite that 
risk? Na. No point, we’d end up being shafted by the 
insurers anyway.   

Wow. Never wanted to go on a cruise ship anyway. But 
definitely don’t now. Give me a paddleboard and 
distance from other people any day. 
 

March 2020 
This Italy thing doesn’t look good. Surely it’s only a 
matter of time now. They’ve already exported it to dozens 
of countries, and it’s ski season! All those people in 
chalets and gondolas. Urghh! If you can smell the garlic 
three metres away, surely the virus is travelling that far. 
Lots of our customers like winter sports. Wonder if any of 
the instructors are going to find themselves stuck in the 
Alps for a while? We don’t sell much in Europe, so it 
shouldn’t affect our sales too much. That’s even if we get 
the new container; paddles are behind schedule, pumps 
are weeks behind schedule. Thankfully the SUPs are on 
schedule, but they’re not much use without bags, pumps 
and paddles. We can’t fly things in and it makes sense to 
have everything in the carton up front, otherwise our 
pick-up costs increase with border checks, and heaven 
knows we make little enough margin as it is. How the hell 
some of these brands can sell for £400 or less I don’t 
know. Some corners have to be cut. But they get people 
on the water, and that’s no bad thing. However, someone 
is losing out somewhere. Whether that’s workers or the 
environment, or both, who knows? 

Hold the front page, the SUPs are now behind schedule. 
Let’s hope there’s not an early season rush!  Wonder 
what the weather will be like? Early season totally 
depends on the weather. We’re probably due a good one. 
And we’ll miss it.   

Wow. Things are looking pretty bad in London now.  
Hospitals being overwhelmed with COVID-19. It all 
sounds quite scary. What are the chances of London 
being locked down like France and Italy? Must happen 
surely? What can we do to help? Hmmm… 

Lockdown. Total. Only allowed out for exercise one hour a 
day, medicines and to go the shops. We’d already closed 
the shop to take some of the strain off border. Their 
contract with NHS and bulk food suppliers is obviously 

“COVID consciousness a stream of thoughts through a viral pandemic lockdown 

By Andy McConkey

Well coronavirus has been a bit of a thing hasn’t it? It’s 
made the SUP world, amongst many others, go a bit 
topsy turvy in the last six months. As McConks, we feel 
like we’ve been put through the spin cycle several times 
since January, and to give you a flavour of what a SUP 
brand goes through, we’ve captured our internal 
monologue over the period…
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more important. But delivery networks are already under 
stress, and paddleboard gear clearly isn’t essential. It 
drives me mad that the ‘stack ‘em high, sell ‘em cheap’ 
merchants are actually running a sale right now. That’s 
totally irresponsible. But then, ethics has never been their 
game anyway, so it’s only to be expected. 

Some people are going to really struggle with this 
lockdown thing. It’s alright for those of us with gardens 
and houses. But what about people in basement flats? 
Or with mental health issues? Is the cure going to be 
worse than the disease over the long term? Container’s 
delayed again. But hey, who’s going to be buying SUPs 
anyway? If you can’t go on the water? Or can you? SUP 
is exercise, so can you drive to the river to SUP? Seems 
like you can? 

Hello. Social media seems to have decided that you 
CANNOT SUP. Who knew people would get so outraged? 
What better way to social distance than paddling.  
Social Media. That’s what it’s for. To share your 
indignance. Best keep quiet for a bit! 
 

April 2020 
At least the weather is nice. Shame we can’t go on the 
water though. Where’s our revenue going to come from?  
We’ve got to pay for that container, and we need early 
season revenue from the schools and clubs to pay for it.  
Furlough? Oh, being paid not to work. Wow. National 
Trust are furloughed. That’s one lot of boards not 
needed for a while. Oh, and the guys at Canal and River 
Trust/National Trust at the Roundhouse. Instructors 
have been forced to down tools, so they’re not going to 
be buying. Hope those guys are OK. If you spend your 
life outdoors on the water, in the hills, in the woods, it 
must be so hard to have to stay inside. We’re finding it 
difficult, and we’re used to desk jobs! And they’ve lost 
almost all their income. Tough times. What can we do to 
help them? Let’s do a ‘recommended by McConks’ page 
for the instructors we know. It might help get them back 
up running again more quickly at the other end of this. 

More calls from people not wanting their boards yet.  
Great. That means more storage costs. At least the 
container has been delayed again, which offsets some 
of our costs. 

What can we do to help raise money? We’ve got a bit of 
time to finally get the GoInspire Foundation up and 
running. We can do a quiz for charity. Awesome. Loads 
of people would do it for a quid surely? Oh. That was a 
waste of rather a lot of time. They didn’t. 10 entries. 
Maybe it was too hard. Let’s do something else. Let’s 
raffle a board. 

They’re going mad for the raffle. If you want to raise 
money, you just need to give stuff away! 

When is this going to end? Who knows? At least we 
might be past the peak now… 
 

May 2020 
The world’s gone mad for SUP. That’s our busiest 
week ever. After months of zero revenue, a slight 
reduction in lockdown has got the entire world, well 
England at least, back on the water. And we’ve never 
had so many enquiries. 

Yosemite! We’ve got boards going to a 
school/instructor in Yosemite. Already on the way 
there on the slow boat from China. We so need a 
marketing trip! Next year maybe. Not while Trump is 
doing his best to kill the country. 

Hawaii! The spiritual home of paddle boarding. 
Someone has asked whether we ship paddles there.  
With so many shapers on the islands, you might have 
thought they can find someone local.   

This is getting ridiculous now. Puerto Rico. Can we send 
a board to Puerto Rico? Need to think about how to do 
this. Flying inflatable paddle boards around the world 
isn’t the right thing to do. 

That’s just six one-piece paddles I need to cut and stick 
today. Three to send to the Netherlands. And a board to 
the Netherlands as well.  

Ah. Finally. Time to paddle. And to think, we only set up 
this company to get ourselves some inflatable 
paddleboards from China. From that little seed who 
knew it would have grown to this?

McConks SUP comp winner 
I’m over the moon to have won this McConks 12’8 
go explore SUP. For me, SUP has always meant 
time out on the water with my fiancé as he’s a 
super keen SUPer, however without my own board 
it meant taking turns on his board or 
borrowing/renting whenever we could. Failing that, 
I’d cycle along the tow path! After taking the 
McConks board out for its maiden voyage I’ve 
instantly fallen in love with it. It’s definitely the 
most stable board I’ve ever ridden and the carbon 
paddle is awesome. Thanks so much SUP Mag UK 
and Andy at McConks SUP for this amazing prize. 
Here’s to the adventures to come! 
Abigail Tallack-Cain

”
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GBSUP release their 2021 race dates and show 
continued support for UK clubs & schools

Words: Sarah Thornely 

Pics: Supjunkie  

Following a tough year for all paddlers and clubs in the UK 
and with the National Series being cancelled completely 
for 2020 due to COVID-19, GBSUP thought the time was 
right to be super-early and release their race dates for 
2021. This coincided with Mark (GBSUP Director) and 
Sarah (Supjunkie) appearing on the Water Skills Academy 
webinar where they discussed all things SUP-racing 
related and released dates and venues for 2021.    
 

But first, let’s talk about SUP clubs and schools:  
These have been hugely affected by the lockdown and GBSUP, having been 
constant supporters of the benefits of local clubs and schools in the past, feel 
now is the time to be really supporting them.    

The huge explosion of SUP in the UK over the last two years often leads to the 
question, “I want to start racing – how do I do that?” GBSUP and the racing 
paddlers always point those questions in the direction of their local club where 
they will firstly find support and encouragement and secondly, a potential 
specific race division within that club, where they will learn about technique, 
race skills and get to experience the passion and enthusiasm for racing in the 
UK and further afield. 

On the GBSUP website there is a link to most clubs and schools in the UK – you 
are able to ‘own’ your club if it is already on there, upload yourself and edit 
photos, etc. It’s a really good tool to be able to search for your local club too. 
It’s time to support those who have worked hard over the years to build their 
SUP businesses by contacting, visiting and getting help and encouragement 
from them as well as giving them reviews and recommendations. They are a 
great way to meet like-minded people, learn new skills and road test 
equipment before you buy! 
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So now onto the 2021  
race season:  
GBSUP appreciates how much of an 
impact the cancellation of the 2020 race 
series has had on paddlers and volunteers 
alike and so felt now was the time to show 
support and enthuse the racers with the 
release of the 2021 race series. They felt it 
prudent to repeat the 2020 series with 
one change and one addition – this truly 
supports those venues, which have 
equally supported GBSUP for this year.  
 

Dates and venues:  
Flat Water Series:  
2nd May – Cardiff Paddlefest, Cardiff  
Lots of excitement about this venue again 
as it is held over a bank holiday with the 
GBSUP race being held on the Sunday. 
Historically there is white water fun to be 
had on the Saturday and surfing locally 
on Saturday/Bank Holiday Monday!   
 
22nd May – NEW VENUE!  

Central SUP, Tamworth  
Back to an old favourite, a lake venue and 
being in the middle of the UK, you could 
say it’s local to all! GBSUP are happy to be 
returning and believe paddlers will be too!  
 
 
 
 
 

12th June – Tenth Anniversary Edition 

& Flatwater Series Finale  

Battle of the Thames, Surbiton 
Who wouldn’t want to take part in this 
epic 10-mile ‘battle’ but if you just want to 
challenge yourself, enter the Tour! There 
really is something for everyone at all the 
races! There will be partying aplenty after 
this event so make sure you book the 
Sunday off!  
 

Ocean Series:  
26th June – BaySUP, Bournemouth  
Always epic racing at this great venue, all 
the ocean series will comprise of distance 
and tech races which will jointly give a total 
score – both are compulsory if paddlers 
wish to get to the top of the podium but of 
course you can just challenge yourself to 
either one of the disciplines! The separate 
Challenge Tour takes in the beautiful 
Brownsea Island with full safety cover.   
 
3/4th July – Celtic Cup, Carbis Bay  
Another full weekend of distance and tech 
races at this truly stunning location – it’s 
definitely worth the trip down!  
 
21st August – NEW VENUE & OCEAN 

TECH FINALE! ‘Beadnell Belta’ 

Northumberland 
GBSUP paddlers asked for more races in 
the north and this truly is the one! To be 
held at the stunning Beadnell Bay and 
something for everyone. Another series 
finale so expect celebrations!  

Sprints:  
4/5th September (TBC) – SPRINT 

CHAMPIONSHIPS, Nottingham  
GBSUP and British Canoeing are excited 
again about their collaboration and the 
silver lining from the cancellations this 
year is that this event will be there for 
2021 (subject to confirmation of dates 
from British Canoeing). Nothing could be 
more exciting for paddlers and spectators 
alike than watching the speed out of 
those ‘buckets’ and then intense power for 
200/500 metres! Not to be missed!  
 

Juniors:  
GBSUP will fully support a Junior series at 
all of the races.    
 

Board classes & age 
categories:  
As usual the board classes will be: 12’6, 
14’, UKN1SCO and prone with five age 
categories.  
  

Thank you 
GBSUP appreciate all the support they 
have had from clubs, schools, paddlers 
and volunteers and look forward to seeing 
them all in 2021!  
  
Link to WSA Webinar: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xd_mL
XQtHS8&t=49s  
Link to GBSUP website: 
https://gbsup.co.uk/ 
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What a treat to be able to 
talk to two of the BIG 
names of SUP – our very 
own Ryan James, a true 
Ocean athlete who has 
been competing on the 
World and UK scene for 
over ten years, 
consistently being on 
the podium and multi 
winner of our overall 
National Series. SUP has 
been his dominant 
discipline over that time 
although Ryan now finds 
joy in Outrigger Canoe 
(both one and six-
man), va’a, surf, spear 
fishing and free diving. 

RYAN 
LAMENTING  

JA
M

ES
 



Our other guest is the 
‘Danish Viking’, 
Casper Steinfath, six-
time World 
Champion. Almost 
unbeatable in sprints, he 
won the Red Bull Heavy 
Water Race in both 2017 
and 2019 and in his words, 
is an ‘Adventure 
Addict’. He is also well 
loved and respected by UK 
paddlers and a huge part 
of the UKN1sco family. 

  LOCKDOWN
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STEINFATH 

CASPER
 Sarah Thornely has a nattter with  Ryan and Casper 

about the COVID-19 lockdown and how it has affected 
them both personally, mentally and competitively.  
Pics: Dave White Photography, Supjunkie and  
Red Bull Media



“Gardening sort of 
came back into the 
picture for me, but I 
also began playing 
World of Warcraft.” 
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Having been in lockdown for many weeks both in the 
UK and Denmark, are you both still sane? 
Casper: Were we ever sane? Haha! Not sure about Ryan over there in 
the UK, but I’m still feeling okay here in Denmark despite having been 
locked in one place for a while.  

Ryan: Well, yes, strange times hey Casper! Am I still maintaining a 
level amount of sanity is a great question! I’m currently verging 
on the insanity. However, on the plus side, I had a 
paddle ergo to attach and I have been doing 
some virtual racing with the Bournemouth 
Outrigger Canoe Club crew and the training 
group I have down here on the south coast.  
  

Where have you both been staying 
during lockdown – has this been 
different to normal life?  
Casper:  I have been staying at my family’s house back 
home in Cold Hawaii, Denmark, which also normally is 
my base when I’m home. I wouldn’t say it is unusual for 
me to be here but it is unusual for me to be here this 
long without leaving. Actually, I don’t think I 
have been home for 10 weeks straight for 
at least ten years!  

Ryan: Currently at home, working full 
time and trying to create a brand 
new routine from my old one. One 
of my main staples is routine 
and the wheels fell off this early, 
so I’ve been crawling to get back 
to sorting the new normal 
routine plan. However, we have a 
great ocean paddle and surf 
community down here so everyone 
motivates everyone else. The key for 
me is to stay in contact.  
  

Have you learnt any new 
skills, or resurrected old ones, during 
lockdown?  
Casper: Although the lockdown in Denmark still 
allowed us to go surfing and paddling, the extra time 
spent at home has allowed me to learn a few new 
and old things. Gardening sort of came back into 
the picture for me, but I also began playing 
World of Warcraft. Never thought I would begin 
gaming again after nearly a 10-year hiatus. I 
actually really enjoyed it!  

Ryan: I’ve resurrected my complete disgust for 
indoor rowing! It’s a savage piece of kit that I 
have a hate/love relationship with. I hate it, 
like it’s hell and then I love it when I can fall 
off it after the session or virtual race is 
done. I am sat here 30 minutes after 
completing 3 x 2020 metres (three minutes 
per interval), struggling to type, not throw 
up and stay awake.  Basically, I’ve learnt 
to and I’m still learning to be more 
flexible with all things training. 
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Have you had a break from 
working out or have you found new 
and interesting ways to stay fit 
during this time?  
Casper: I would say that I still have had a fair 
amount of focus on staying active. With gyms 
closed, I have focused more on general cardio 
and other simple activities. After winning the APP 
World Title last year, I can feel that both my body 
and mind was a bit burnt out, so I have slowly 
been working my way back into training 
mode. Sweeping the living room floor with the 
mop has been one of my go-to activities indoors!  

Ryan: Unfortunately not, as work for me has 
been off the scale. My team and I have been 
under a lot of pressure as we work for the 
emergency services. Our job has been to try and 
keep them at work by trying to keep them both 
mentally and physically fit. Training fits around 
this with the only benefit of home working which 
enables weight training in the garden, early 
morning excursions on the river close by and a bit 
more time to practice yoga and meditation.  
  

Can you let us know how COVID-19 
has impacted on your racing plans 
for the year?  
Casper: Honestly, I think it has turned 
everything upside down for most athletes in the 
whole world regardless of their type of sport. I 
was planning to do the APP World Tour along 
with a few other select events, but so far events 
on tour have been cancelled throughout 
September. I hope that we will be racing again 
before the end of 2020 but I guess we’ve just 
gotta be patient and be ready to race when the 
time comes.  

Ryan: Well I had the dreaded plague about 5-6 
weeks ago and am still recovering even though I 
was asymptomatic. My heart rate has been 
through the roof and still is, so it’ll be a few more 
weeks before I can get back to a full 
programme. However, racing is all virtual until 
September, when I hope to do the Bucca Kri 
downwind race. It’s a total distance of 53km so 
getting in shape for that goal and hopefully 
another downwind race at Crozon, France in 
October. The only race in the next month or so is 
the virtual M2O event, so I’m just putting the 
25km course together at the moment.  
  

How well mentally do you think 
you have taken the changes?  
Casper: At the end of 2019 I was pretty burnt 
out on racing, so in all honesty I have used the 
last few months to take some deep breaths and 
enjoy other things in life that excite me.  As an 
athlete I really enjoy pushing myself to the 
limits, but I am also learning that as a human I 
sometimes need to take a step back and allow 
myself to fully relax and recover.  So mentally I 
am trying to make the most of the cards we all 
have been dealt this year.  

Ryan: For me personally it’s really affected 
me. I came into lockdown flying on both SUP 
and OC1, so stoked for the season. With nothing 
to train for, what was the point in the daily 
grind, contracting the virus too really set me 
back as I just can’t train consistently without 
the risk of myocarditis (inflammation of the 
heart) which can really put you at real risk of 
heart disease later in life. So, having to try and 
train with the physical issues of additional 
fatigue and mental anxiety over physical long-
term damage, has been difficult. 

After winning the APP World Title last year, I can 
feel that both my body and mind was a bit burnt 
out, so I have slowly been working my way back 
into training mode
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What is the one race/event you will really miss 
this year?  
Casper: I am really gutted that the Midsummer Viking Challenge 
will not be happening this year. It holds a very special place in my 
heart and I will really miss seeing the 350 ‘Vikings’ and also the 
many Brits that were signed up. I am though already getting 
excited as we now have more time to work on next year’s edition. I 
hope to see a bunch of you over in Denmark on the weekend of 19-
20th June 2021. 😊  

Ryan: I was really gutted to have missed the Kelt downwind race in 
France and most of the GBSUP series but these are strange times so 
you have to put it into perspective – health is by far the most 
valuable asset currently.  
  

Do you see a race on the horizon that you feel 
you may be able to attend?  Do you find it 
helpful at the moment to have this focus or are 
you going with the flow?  
Casper: Hard to say. I think we are looking well into the autumn 
before big events might be happening again. I hope that I will be 
racing in the Canaries in November and Paris in December.  Like so 
many things right now, this is just out of my control. I’ll go with the 
flow and be ready when the race marshal blows that start horn!  

Ryan: Yes! As I said, training for training sake is really fruitless, 
grinding it out without goals is just wearing the body down with no 
real benefit other than trying to stay in shape. So, if the calendar 

opens up with a few races before the end of the year, that would be 
amazing. My main focus will be on the Bucca Kri organised by 
Glenn Eldridge down at Ocean Sports. The aim for me is to get some 
base back and get out and involved with as much technical ocean 
time as I can. The French race will be a bonus to double up on if we 
can travel in October.  
  

Do you think there will be a huge swell in numbers 
of paddlers in either leisure or racing – when we 
can’t have something, we want it more, right?  
Casper: In Denmark we are already seeing a huge influx of new 
people getting into SUP on multiple levels. People that are stuck 
indoors in big cities are very eager to get out and I think now more 
than ever outdoor sports like SUP are just very appealing! With 
international travel likely on the down for the rest of summer, I 
think people will look inside their border to find new activities. I 
would not be surprised if we see a big SUP boom in 2020!  

Ryan: I really hope so. I’m definitely excited about the restart of 
racing. It all depends on what the ‘Rona has planned for the planet 
and if we as a planet can get it under control. There are so many 
unanswered questions right now, which is why people struggle. 
Control the controllable people, everything else – try and let it 
slide. For me now, exercise recommendations have increased and 
waterways and the ocean are now open. I’m just enjoying getting 
my mojo back and motivated to see what’s around the corner. I 
think many other people will feel the same.  
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What do you think of all the 
new online interviews/ 
webinars – have you been 
involved in any of these?  
Casper: I think it’s cool with all the 

creativity going on. I have really enjoyed 

listening to a bunch of the podcast series 

and have had the pleasure of being on a few 

of them to share my thoughts on life. When 

we can’t have physical events, I think it’s 

nice that we as a community still can 

connect and share our stoke online.  

Ryan: Yeah, I’ve taken part in a few and I 

really enjoyed it. I am an avid listener of 

podcasts anyway due to my commute to 

work, so podcasts like Looking Sideways, 

the Paddlecast with Chris Parker and This 

Ocean Life just add to the motivation. The 

last one I look part in was organised by 

the Water Skills Academy and it was such 

a great platform to share all my 

knowledge with fun and serious paddlers 

and racers.  

Have you been able to get back 
on the water recently? How did 
that make you feel as you both 
have a very strong connection 
with the water/ocean?  
Casper: In Denmark we were lucky to not 

become fully shutdown but it has been 

strange to hear of so many of my friends 

around the world that have been unable to 

surf/paddle for many weeks. I guess we 

are all in this together regardless of 

borders. It makes me feel bad, but I hope 

that soon we will all be back out there.  

Ryan: Holy ****, it was amazing, just feeling 

the energy of the ocean again, a few bumps 

to catch and sun in the sky – what more 

could you ask for? It only reinforces why I 

paddle and spend so much time in, on and 

under the ocean. It’s just where I am 

supposed to be.  I’m so overwhelmed by 

ocean beauty, ocean life. Every session is 

different which means you are constantly 

challenged in such a positive way. It really 

reminds you how important the ocean is 

and how we must take care of our planet 

ocean. The changes on the ocean locally are 

massive, the decrease in boat traffic has 

brought so much life back close to shore.  

  

Lastly, what has been your 
lockdown guilty pleasure?  
Casper: World of Warcraft!  

Ryan: Packets and packets of M&S thick, 

thick, thick chocolate wheel biscuits!  

I’d really like to thank both Ryan and 

Casper for taking the time out of their 

busy schedules to help me out with this 

article but clearly they don’t have busy 

schedules at the moment, just a lot of 

Warcraft and scoffing of chocolate wheel 

biscuits! Seriously, it’s been fun getting to 

know their thoughts at this strange time 

in our lives – you can also catch the 

interview I did with Ryan for SUPM – April 

edition which is free to read online. Stay 
safe guys and see you on the water 😊



London’s SIC Maui Glide Centre & Store
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Support the waterways  
Through purchasing a waterways licence 

you’re paddling responsibly, contributing to 

the sustainability and maintenance of our 

rivers and canals. Helping protect the 

wildlife and ensuring the waterways are 

kept clean and safe for us and future 

generations to enjoy! 

The money generated from licences 

enables the waterway authorities to carry 

out a wide range of work that often goes 

unseen. This includes the upkeep of the 

banks, ensuring launch points are 

maintained, the removal of flood debris, 

inspecting towpaths, community outreach 

and much, much more. 

Our waterways simply wouldn’t be the same 

without the dazzling array of wildlife we see 

while out paddling. From birds, to fish, 

amphibians to insects, the waterways 

authorities and many of their dedicated 

volunteers carry out vital ecological work 

helping keep rivers and canals healthy.   

 

Great value for money 
British Canoeing works in partnership with 

all the major waterway authorities to allow 

paddlers to have one licence as part of their 

membership that covers over 4,500 km of 

waterways in England. It’s the most 

comprehensive and best value waterways 

licence for paddlers.  

British Canoeing ‘On the Water’ Membership 

is an annual cost of £45 (with a discounted 

rate for couples and families), that’s only 

£3.75 a month. Not much more than the 

price of a coffee once a month and look at 

what you get for your money! 

‘On the Water’ membership 
benefits: 
l A Waterways licence – to paddle on 

over 4,500km of waterways in England. 

l Public liability insurance – providing 

you with £10 million civil liability. 

l Craft Insurance – access to a great rate 

available on paddleboard and 

equipment insurance.  

l Member exclusive discounts! 

Including 20% off Cotswold, Snow & 

Rock and Runnersneed, 10% off 

Halfords and dryrobe, 23% off SUP 

magazine plus many more! 

l Regular member communications 

including top tips, the latest trails, 

inspirational ideas on places to paddle, 

plus latest paddler news and offers.  

l Campaigning – membership supports 

our Clear Access, Clear Waters 

campaign lobbying for fair, shared and 

sustainable open access on water for all. 

l You’ll also become part of a 

community of over 41,000 paddlers 

and 400 clubs.  
 

More than just a membership 
Paddlers are at the heart of everything we 

do and membership income is reinvested 

back into the organisation to improve 

opportunities for all paddlers.  

By becoming a member today you not only 

help guarantee future opportunities within 

the paddling community, you are helping 

ensure the waterways stay clean and safe 

for everyone to enjoy.   

#SupportingPaddlers 
#ClearAcessClearWaters

British Canoeing’s ‘On the 
Water’ membership is your 
gateway to the waterways. 

 
Membership provides stand 

up paddleboarders with 
instant access to a 
waterway licence, 

insurance, inspirational 
information plus a range of 

great benefits and  
exclusive offers. 
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The Thames Skills and Knowledge (TSK) courses developed by Active360
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 TIDEWAY
When cat’s away the mice shall play…

 in lockdown

Words: Paul Hyman & Dana Wdziekonska (Active360) 
Pics: Active 360 and Peter Tranter 
It’s been the strangest of times – empty roads, hardly a soul out 
there, fear of the virus – stay home, protect the NHS, save lives.  

London in lockdown – one of the most vibrant cities in the world, 
went into standstill.   
The tidal Thames (known locally as the Tideway), as with the rest of the country, went 
into lockdown too, with the Port of London Authority (PLA) suspending its patrols of the 
Thames above Putney, while declaring the river closed to recreational users. 

The Covid-19 lockdown limited exercise and outdoor activity of all sorts and prompted 
many people to look for new ways to stay active and get outdoors. Some people looked 
upon watersports as a good way to exercise with minimal contact with others. Many 
bought inflatable canoes and SUPs online and headed for their nearest waterway or lake. 
Online sales started going through the roof! Major SUP retailers and distributers are now 
largely out of stock. SUP is taking over and it’s great to see but…

Even in the summer, 

weather on the Thames 

weather and conditions 

can change 

unexpectedly to very 

hostile. 

Photo: Peter Tranter



Beautiful April weather 
The Thames in lockdown was calmer than 

we have ever seen, especially with the 

beautiful April weather. No river traffic, all 

passenger boats stopped, no wash from 

any passing motor boats, regular rowing, 

sailing, canoeing clubs and SUP schools 

stopped operating. Wildlife thrived!  

We were not surprised that many 

enterprising individuals got tempted by 

this beautiful body of water and headed 

for the river with their newly acquired 

craft. Pretty well anything that floats was 

out there: inflated kayaks and canoes of 

all sorts, and what looked like lilos, 

dinghys designed for swimming pools and 

inflatable sheep. No safety gear, no 

buoyancy aids, even children without life 

jackets in almost sinking flimsy craft with 

their parents clearly understanding very 

little about water safety.  

The situation was amusing to a point, 

however, it’s started to become very 

concerning with the river gradually opening 

again. The PLA has started patrolling the 

river more frequently and is warning the 

naïve enthusiasts off the water.  

With low water levels, good weather and 

fewer powered craft on the river, The Tideway 

has been much safer than usual, however, 

this will not last. Commercial passenger 

traffic will resume and the fast rowing fours 

and eights will be back in force. This means 

more wash and more potential collisions if 

you are on the wrong side of the river in a 

craft you can’t steer effectively. Combined 

with rainfall, which is now historically low 

but will at some point be back, increasing 

current and river volume, the Tideway will 

once again be a more hazardous paddling 

environment with increased potential for 

pinning or entanglement. 

Even if you are an experienced SUP paddler, 

to paddle safely on the Tidal Thames in 

London you have to have an understanding 

of the tides, the navigation rules and how 

weather, especially wind, affects your 

paddling on a meandering river. You need 

to be aware of the traffic, understand the 

specific navigation rules and have respect 

for the powerful currents and a tidal range 

of 7m+ in central London and 5m+ upriver 

with constantly changing conditions.   

 

The Thames Skills and 
Knowledge 
The Thames Skills and Knowledge (TSK) 

courses were developed by Active360 in 

partnership with the PLA six years ago to 

prepare SUP paddlers for responsible and 

safe use of it. The PLA has since developed 

the Tideway Code as a code of practice for 

users of unpowered craft on the Tideway. 

All those who want to SUP on the Tideway 

must get familiar with it. We explain these 

quite complex navigation rules in module 

1 of TSK1.  

TSK1 is now an essential training for 

anyone wanting to paddle downriver of 

Putney Pier and those who want to paddle 

at night – an amazing experience to pass 

under the Albert Bridge in a pool of light!  

TSK2 is required to SUP downriver of Chelsea 

Bridge to Tower Bridge and anyone 

planning a Thames source to sea trip.  

Seeing the chaos happening on the river 

with safety going out of the window 

during lockdown and the PLA raising 

alarms about unsafe SUP, we decided to 

run the theory part of TSK1 online via 

Zoom. Some say that water and IT do not 

go well together and we definitely prefer 

face to face contact ourselves. However, in 

unprecedented times we all had to adapt. 

We used some of the lockdown downtime 

to plan, revise and redesign a course that 

has previously been delivered in a 

classroom and on water in one afternoon 

or two evenings.  

 

Zoom sessions 
We packed it with much more information, 

made it more in depth and divided it into 

modules so the information could be 

taken in chunks for easier assimilation. 

Three Zoom sessions totalling five hours of 

learning cover: River Knowledge (tides, 

weather, Tideway navigation rules, tidal 
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To paddle safely on the 
Tidal Thames in London 
you have to have an 
understanding of the tides
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river hazards and risks), SUP Equipment & 
Paddling Skills and Trip Planning. 

Online TSK1 has been very popular and sold 
out in advance with people joining 
sometimes from 100+ miles from our base. 
With a few technical glitches along the way, 
we have now put over 40 people through 
TSK1 with positive feedback. It’s great to see 
people are taking things in and getting set 
up to be more independent, well informed 
and safe paddlers on a stunning but 
challenging stretch of the Thames. 

Weather and conditions 
We want to see the Thames in London used 
by SUPs – it’s one of the most beautiful and 
fascinating rivers we have ever known. But 
we also know that this stretch can be 
dangerous at times and people may get 
caught by tides, weather and conditions 
changing unexpectedly to very hostile. We 
are happy to share the knowledge 
assimilated over many years of operating 
on the Tideway in all conditions, all 
weathers across all seasons. We prefer the 
idea that people can learn from our 
mistakes and not learn the hard way by 
making too many of their own.   

The PLA is giving us plenty of support and 
they hope to encourage more people to get 
trained so there are fewer unprepared/naive 
river users and fewer incidents – less 
pressure on emergency services – especially 
less work for the local lifeboat crews.  

The next step for us is to re-write TSK2 for it 
to work on online platforms and to start 
preparing people for central London SUP 
trips – a truly unique experience.  

www.active360.co.uk
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SHAC
Words & pics: Scott  ‘Skip’  Innes 
Before lockdown in Feb/March 2020, I headed north for some training for the 
Yukon 1000 with king of the rivers and the white water Mr Jim Gibson at 
Aquaplay Scotland. 

IN SCOTLAND
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What a wonderful experience I had and so much learnt about 
myself, my approach to paddling and how to make the most of 
the Yukon 1000 experience set for this coming July with my 
paddle partner Mr Craig Sawyer. 

During my time in the highlands I spent many hours on the 
rivers with Jim understanding more about paddling bigger and 
more powerful rivers. Snow was on the ground but the sun was 
shining for the majority of my trip so the learning was 
exceptional. Jim and I come from very different backgrounds 
in SUP, I have always been ocean, surf and flat water paddling 
from a surfing background before SUP and Jim from a 
Kayaking background but one of the original pioneers of white 
water SUP in the UK.  

Jim and I have known each other for a few years now but had 
the time on this trip to really get to understand each other and 
bring each other’s knowledge and skills in to both our personal 
and professional kit bags, finding that the different 
approaches we had complemented each other and produced 
new and better ways to teach and learn SUP in both our 
independent worlds. 

Our greatest revelation was that SUP is in its infancy still and 
no one has all the answers yet but by working together we 
were able to start answering a few questions and improve our 
personal paddling as well as our delivery as coaches.  



Covid 19 
In addition, the invaluable time spent with Jim 
prepared me both mentally and physically for the 
Yukon 1000 challenge planned for July this year. Craig 
and I were due to head back to Scotland for some more 
training pre-race when the news hit about Covid 19 and 
the race was to be postponed. We were both mentally 
and physically starting to believe that we could 
actually complete the challenge, so the news though 
expected, was hugely disappointing for us both.  

Having now had some time to reflect, Craig and I have 
decided that we are now going to reengage our training 
for next year and are now looking to compete rather 
than just participate! Board and strategy change and 
exciting times to come. Bring on the Yukon 1000 2021 
for Team SHAC. 
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• Paddleboarding

• Woodland Adventures

• Open Water Swimming

• Mountain Biking

• Raft Building

• Birthday Parties

• Groups / Corporate / 
Team Building

• Sporting Events

• Training Courses - 
SUP/Swim/MTB

SHAC Locations:
Belmont School - Holmbury St Mary.
The SHAC Lagoon - Buckland - Reigate
Birtley House - Bramley Guildford
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ThePADDLER 13

ThePADDLER 12

ThePADDLER 13

R A Y  G O O D W I N ’ S
M A S T E R I N G  T H E

STROKEJ-
Text and photos: Ray Goodwin
In paddling a canoe, a solo paddler or the stern paddler is, even in easy
conditions, having to do some form of steering and generally the canoe
will turn away from the power stroke. There's a whole variety of strokes
that you can use to correct this with the J-stroke being the normal one.

We can think of there being two families of strokes we use to steer at the rear of a canoe. One
family, very powerful, we use a lot in white water or coming down a lake with a strong tailwind.
And those are the stern rudders and stern pries. The side of the blade I pull on I am going to call
the power face. I can pull through with the power face, but then I switch and steer with the back
face. So, it's a case of pull, change blade face, steer with the back face. I can do that either on the
gunwale or off the gunwale. Off the gunwale, we tend to call it a stern rudder. On the gunwale, a
stern pry. A useful marker in this family of strokes, is in the steer phase the thumb on the grip
end of the paddle is up.

Thumb up 
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FREESTYLE
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Interview: Chris Brain
Photos: Chris Brain, Mike Shaw, 
Pete Astles and Peter Tranter

What is freestyle?
Freestyle (or as it has been known previously
playboating and rodeo) is all about performing
dynamic moves, tricks and spins with your kayak (or
even canoe!) It is exceptionally creative and dynamic
and like most areas of paddlesport is constantly
evolving. When describing freestyle to my non-
paddling friends I often refer to it as the gymnastics of
paddlesport or like BMX is to cycling.
Since its original boom, freestyle has evolved dramatically and for many
paddlers in recent years has become separate from their whitewater
paddling and river running. It wasn't uncommon at one point to see
everyone running the river in their ‘playboat’ and spending most of
their time stern squirting on eddylines and surfing waves. 
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Interview: SUPM 
Pics: Hypr Hawaii UK and Howard Shep 

We caught up with Rich Webb of Hypr Hawaii UK 
fame to find out how lockdown has affected him 
personally and the eye catching Hawaiian rooted 
brand professionally. 
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Hypr Hawaii UK’s  

 Richard Webb 
talks COVID lockdown experiences
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First off how have you been coping with lockdown? Did you 
find mental health an issue through not being on the water? 
Not really. Luckily my partner’s family has a small holding so I 
was able to help on that and my partner has a horse so we were 
able to go out riding for our exercise. If it wasn’t for that I would 
have struggled a lot more than I did, however, being away from 
the water was super weird and it made me appreciate how lucky I 
am to live so close to the sea and rivers. I have been on the water 
every single day since lockdown was lifted. 

What did you do to prepare for lockdown when you realised it 
was inevitable, both personally and from a brand point of view? 
I found it just came about so quickly that there was nothing I 
could do to prepare. We just shut up shop and hoped for the best. 
We were super lucky that our year’s worth of stock arrived two 
days after Christmas so we weren’t waiting for our collection to 
come in like a lot of brands. Since lockdown was lifted it has been 
our busiest month since opening Hypr into Europe.  

Which part of SUP did you miss the most, and why, whilst 
not being able to get afloat? 
I thought I would have missed catching waves the most but when 
you have these big flat periods you have to wait anyway, so I just 
found that not being on the water as and when you need your fix 
difficult. For me this is a way of life and being on the water is a 
necessity hence why I do this for a career. 

Did it make you reassess anything within your life? 
I feel like I have a pretty good work/life balance but this time has 
made me want to make the most of each day. If I have a super 
long day at work usually I will just go home and chill but this has 
made me want to go to the beach and enjoy the outside whenever 
possible. I’ve also taken to wing foiling now so I can really get out 
in all conditions so I’m not limited to waves or flat paddling. 

Has the whole virus pandemic affected Hypr negatively or 
positively? 
It instantly affected us in Europe as the personal touch of meeting 
90% of our board owners had to stop straight away. We had to 
close our store but we noticed as time went on people were putting 
deposits down to secure a board for when freedom was once again 

granted. Once lockdown was lifted I’ve never experienced anything 
like it. 7am-10pm just everyone messaging wanting to come to 
the store and then get out on the water. I think once we were then 
allowed back out, people knew they had to make the most of their 
lives, so buying a board just meant they could make the most of 
the UK’s beautiful beaches, rivers and lakes. 

What about COVID-19’s impact on the stand up paddle board 
industry as a whole – how do you think it’s been impacted? 
I think the race scene will have taken a big hit this year as well as 
sup schools and clubs. But for retailers and brand owners, it is 
going to be a very busy year. 

What’s the plan for the rest of 2020? Which areas will you 
focus on the most?  
We are focusing on getting as many people out of their homes 
and onto the water to become physically and mentally healthier. 
Once the stock has gone, then we can concentrate on spending 
every day on the water.  

Tell us about how you’re developing the Hypr Hawaii brand 
moving forwards.  
Our boards do not change from year to year, so moving forward we 
will just continue to do as we are now, keeping the brand here and 
as big as possible without losing the personal touch to make sure 
each rider gets 100% the right board for them. 

Got any super duper special, hush hush products in the 
pipeline you can tease us with? 
Let’s just say we will be flying soon! 

Shouts and thanks? 
Big mahalo to Ian and Lauren in Hawaii for creating such unique 
and insanely fast designs of boards. Massive mahalo to everyone 
who has bought a Hypr and then become our friends, you have all 
helped push the brand along here in the UK and Europe, which 
means we can continue to bring these world class exotic boards 
into the country. Last mahalo to all of team Hypr, be it the 
photographers, videographers, team riders or shop staff, we 
couldn’t do it without you lot!  



Sarah Thornely of SupJunkie has a chinwag with David 
Walker, a keen Stand up paddleboarder who together 
with Lewis Smith developed Paddle Logger in 2014.  
I spoke with David recently to find out more about his 
SUP journey:  
Interview: Sarah Thornely 
Photos: Sarah Thornely, Matt Mario, Paddy Dowling

Hi David - can you tell us what Stand 
up paddleboarding means to you 
personally?  

What a question... it's similar to one I love asking 
actually. The idea of why we paddle. There has 
been a whole heap of research done into why the 
ocean and water resonates with us as humans, let alone paddlers.   

For me there is nothing else out there like it – equally I find it tremendously difficult to put it into 
words. There is a moment the first time you step on a board where it just clicks. It is hard to explain 
to people who have never done it, but when you stand up, make the first few strokes and you are 
away. That feeling is great, suddenly you are seeing the water from a whole other perspective.  

In a more tangible sense, the ocean offers so much, you can paddle at the same spot 50 times and 
not two sessions will be identical – I love that. A change in wind for example completely changes 
the challenges you have to deal with and the experience you can have. SUP gives me this ability to 
challenge myself in an ever-changing environment, however the session has been, you can't help 
but not have a smile on your face.  
 

Paddle Logger very much started as an App for SUP - can you tell us the 
major benefit for paddleboarding when it was first developed?  
Yeah 100%, I tell the story a lot and I won't bore you again with all the detail but the idea for Paddle 
Logger came at a time (2014) when tracking apps had popularity amongst the land-based sports. 
However, there was nothing out there for me, a paddler. I wanted something I could use, that was 
designed for the problems I had to face.   

Paddling in the UK, it is simple things, like a big button for cold wet hands, having a delay so you 
could safely stow your device away from the water. Not having to interact with your phone on the 
water – so minimising any complex buttons or intricate design was key. All of this was in our first 
version released in 2015, a simple tracker for SUP. As it turned out, a whole heap of others also had 
these problems and Paddle Logger solved it for them.   

It has certainly been interesting to see how some of the ideas and concepts we brought to the 
mobile Health and Fitness tracking sector have been taken on by the ‘larger’ multi-sport apps. 
Maybe it's coincidence but I like to think not, imitation is a great form of flattery, right?   

In the last few years, we have been innovating again in developing powerful features that still put 
the paddler first. One button, not only tracks your journey, but it connects you to others instantly 
with PaddleLIVE (something we have been working on for two years and launched last year under 
the name Paddler in Trouble), it allows you to enter events, share your journeys and more! 



PADDLE  
LOGGER
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Easy tracking with…
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Where do you see Paddle Logger 
going in the future?  
We are going to continue developing our 
service, we have a distinct feature set we want 
to implement by the end of the year. Due to 
Covid-19 we have had to juggle some things, 
moving the Race features up and bumping 
some other stuff like some of the third party 
integrations (but they are coming, please bear 
with us!) What you can be sure of is a 
continued drive from Lewis and I to pack more 
epic features into an easy to use package that 
means you get to concentrate on paddling!  

PaddleLIVE is a service that gets paddlers 
thinking about safety. Yes, it’s a great service 
that will keep you connected, but hopefully it 
starts engaging paddlers with thinking about 
what other appropriate measures should be 
taken. PaddleLIVE is just one layer in a multi-
tiered approach that is appropriate for the 
type of paddling you will be doing.  

We want to enable paddlers to become better. 
We learn when we safely execute and 
replicate skills at the edge of our comfort zone 
or just beyond – this is called the learning 
zone. If we can get more of our paddlers 
operating there, we are winning.  
  

Who would you like to see using 
Paddle Logger and why?  
We see Paddle Logger being used by all as 
part of their gear to get out on the water and 
have an awesome time. Paddlers at different 
levels and in different disciplines will find 
slightly different use cases.  

The racers we know will be attached to 
their Garmins, Speedcoaches, etc. We don’t 
want to change that if the paddler is used to 
and comfortable with their set up. We 
see PaddleLIVE being a service for them that 
they set up and leave which sits alongside 
their race tracking allowing loved ones to keep 
an eye on them if out training. Or especially 
at the moment when entering virtual events 
with socially distanced paddles.  

It is a similar story for the adventurers.  
However, we would also add that our logbook 
system is a great way to make memories and 
compile all your trips with notes and photos. 
We have seen so many epic multi-way 
adventures completed with Paddle Logger or 
where Paddle Logger has been a significant 
training aid.  

We feel everyone should be taking a device on 
the water as a form of communication should 
you get into difficulty. Paddle Logger 
and PaddleLIVE make that easy, but our other 
tracking features are great for novices and 
weekend warriors who want to see how far 
they have been and share their sessions. It is 
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PaddleLIVE is a service that gets paddlers thinking 
about safety. Yes, it’s a great service that will keep 
you connected, but hopefully it starts engaging 
paddlers with thinking about what other 
appropriate measures should be taken.
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important to note that Paddle Logger 
shares with any social media really easily 
– so we are not only making our paddle 
friends jealous but all our non-paddle 
friends too! Especially when those 
summer paddle picture opportunities 
come round! 
  

You have mentioned virtual 
racing a few times, can you tell 
us more?  
Absolutely, for years we have been asked 
can we run Strava style events, or can we 
run online competitions. With building 
Paddle Logger, we have never really had 
the opportunity but this year with Covid-
19 we started to re-visit the idea and 
ultimately rather than build events, 
decided to focus our resources on 
providing a service for the paddlers.  

We want our paddlers to easily enter any 
virtual event, pushing themselves in a safe 
and responsible manner.   

Our race features are designed for those who 
use Paddle Logger to easily compete a set 
distance race and export the race distance 
.GPX file for upload. Alongside 
this, PaddleLIVE is working away, keeping 
your loved ones informed on your location 
for the duration of your total session as well 
as your race portion. Those who rely on GPS 
specific hardware will also be able look 
to PaddleLIVE to run alongside their session.  

Paddle Monster and SUP Racer have joined 
forces and developed an exciting new 
international event called the Virtual 
Paddle League, a series of races that 
kicked off as a way to get back to 
competing as lockdowns were lifted. With 
our new functions it was a natural fit to 
become the Official Paddlesports Tracker 
of the Virtual Paddle League.  

If you look around with just a cursory 
search online there are heaps of virtual 
SUP and other paddle events either 
underway or about to start. So, if you are 
missing competition, we would so 
recommend entering one! Especially 
considering how easy it now is to do with 
Paddle Logger!   
  

What do you feel are the 
positives to come out of recent 
events David?  
It has been awesome to see how our 
paddle community has come together, we 
would love to see you using Paddle Logger 
and joining our online community, the 
Paddle Logger Paddle Club. A place where 
we all share journeys and stories – plus if 
you are a lone wolf paddler, it gives you a 
club identity to race under in events! So 
do check out what we have to offer!  I am 
proud of the way the SUP community has 
responded to COVID-19!  
 

David – what is your Lockdown 
dream paddling location?  
There is an island in Central America on a 
lagoon in the middle of the jungle…  

Paddle Logger is not just for SUP – 
please check the May 2020 issue of 
The Paddler Magazine 
(https://paddlerezine.com/easy-
tracking-with-paddle-logger) to find 
out more. Thanks once again David for 
your time – stay safe and happy 
paddling!

accessory
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Hannah Louise Garber – pre, 
during and post-COVID paddling

Firstly, give us a little about your paddling background – how you started and how 
you ended up in Mallorca.  
I have always been a total ocean child. I was totally obsessed with surfing as I grew up but didn’t live near 
any breaks. When I moved to the Canary Islands in 2002, I took the opportunity to learn. I eventually moved 
back to the UK and found myself in Brighton, which is not famed for its consistent waves, so I started paddle 
boarding instead!  

This was in 2014. Unfortunately, I became seriously ill in 2015 and a compromised immune system kept me 
off the water for two years. As soon as I was able to, I started to paddle again, which helped both my 
physical and mental recovery. 

I started my own paddle board business in Brighton in 2017. In hindsight I wouldn’t say this is the easiest 
thing I have ever chosen to do! At the same time, I qualified as a paddle board instructor and loved being 
able to share my passion with others – and watch them flourish and grow as confident paddle boarders.  

Circumstances massively changed for me in the summer of 2019 and I had to make some big decisions. One 
of those decisions being, that I would move to Mallorca – and continue to share my passion for paddle 
boarding there. I’d been coming to the island since 1980 when I was five, so it has always felt like my second 
home. I arrived here in October 2019 with not much more than two dogs, two surf boards, a snowboard, eight 
paddle boards and a vision! 
 
How often were you getting afloat before quarantine? 
When I first moved here, I was paddling pretty much every day. December and January were a write off, due 
to some pretty hectic winter storms and winds. The Tramontana Winds funnel down from the Pyrenees and 
The Alps and being on the north of the island, we take the full brunt. At the end January we were battered by 
Storm Gloria, which lasted nearly three days and had sustained hurricane force winds for a period of time. 
Over 28 yachts were destroyed and washed up on the beaches here where I live. It also smashed the wave 
height records which had stood since 2003, when waves were registered reaching a height of 27 feet in 
Mahon, Menorca. During Gloria they reached 45 feet.  

In February, I was struck down with what I now believe was Covid 19. Due to the severity I was floored for 
most of the month. So I had probably only been back on the water about three weeks when we went in to 
lock down!  
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Words and pics: Hannah Louise Garber 
Living on an idyllic Balearic island in the middle of the Med may sound like 
bliss initially but what happens when a global pandemic hits? Hannah Louise 
Garber gives us her experiences from COVID-19 lockdown Mallorcan style.
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It reached a point, that 
I totally wore myself 
out doing utterly 
pointless – but at the 
same time very 
satisfying things!



Were you adequately prepared 
for the lockdown? Did you see 
it coming and, if so, how did 
you get ready for an extended 
period off the water? 
No! None of us were! We had an idea that 
it was on the cards. There had been a 
sense of panic for about a week before – 
people trying to get off the island before it 
was implemented. What we didn’t expect 
was the suddenness and the severity of 
the lock down. We were out celebrating a 
friend’s birthday on the Friday night 
(Friday the 13th would you believe) and at 
11pm that night the police arrived in the 
main square and shut down all the bars 
and restaurants down and we were all told 
to go home! And that was that! I woke 
Saturday morning to find that we were in 
immediate lock down. Sport – including 
SUP became a finable offence over night! 
It was totally surreal! 
 

Talk us through some of the 
things you did to keep sane 
during your SUP downtime. 
I’ve never been someone who gets bored 
easily being an only child. You learn to 
make your own entertainment and be 
quite self-sufficient at quite a young age. I 
am also perfectly okay with my own 
company – if anything, I can be quite 
introverted. I actually used this as a time 
to catch up with lots of things that I have 
wanted to do for a long time. On any given 
day I would be learning Spanish, spinning 

poi, circuit training in the garden, cooking, 
getting creative – drinking… many bottles 
of wine were sacrificed in the name of the 
pandemic! It reached a point, that I totally 
wore myself out doing utterly pointless – 
but at the same time very satisfying 
things! I listened to more music than I 
have had the opportunity to do in a long 
time! I had made the decision very early 
on that I wasn’t going to turn to Netflix 
and box sets on a daily basis, as I didn’t 
want to be sedentary. 
 

How about your mental 
health? Was this something 
that affected you during 
lockdown? Was it lack of SUP 
related if so? 
My mental health is something I have 
struggled with over the years and I haven’t 
been shy in documenting this. My illness 
left me with severe PTSD. I started to 
practice ‘Blue Mind’ and ‘Ocean Therapy’ a 
while back after reading the book ‘Blue 
Mind’ by Wallace J. Nichols. It led me to do 
a lot of my own research on the positive 
impact of connecting with nature – and 
specifically the ocean, on your mental 
health. I think I always have done this to 
an extent, but what changed is that I gave 
it prominence, structure and made it a 
focal point in my life.  

Having the ocean taken away from me, felt 
a bit like someone had taken my anti-
depressants away! I am lucky that I live 
just 50 metres from the beach and own 

dogs, which is one of the very few things 
that gave me an automatic pass to leave 
the house. It obviously wasn’t the same as 
being on the water – but it was a pretty cool 
substitute and one I didn’t take for granted.  

I also binged on surf movies. Two of my 
favourites were ‘Kissed By God’ – the story 
of Andy Irons and his battle with mental 
health issues and ‘Momentum Generation’. 
Can’t recommend them highly enough! 
 

What, if any, paddling plans 
did you make during isolation? 
Most of my plans were made prior to lock 
down. Winter time is very quiet here. No 
tourists and a very small population. I had 
spent the whole time prepping and 
promoting the SUP school ready for 
springtime opening. I had also spoken to 
the guys at Fatstick Boards, about the 
possibility of working with them to grow the 
brand over here in the Balearics. I have 
been a long-time admirer of what they do 
and the ethos behind the brand. So 
alongside the existing ‘Fatstick Spain’ – 
‘Fatstick Mallorca’ was born! Exciting times! 

I was also working on a project to get kids 
active and involved in beach cleaning and 
paddle boarding. I’d just secured a 
meeting with the head of a local 
International school, which is obviously 
now on the back burner – but something 
that can be re-visited in the future.  
 

How was the lockdown scene 
at large on the island? Was it 
being strictly enforced? 
Hardcore! We had one of the strictest 
lockdowns in the world and the police 
weren’t afraid to enforce that. I can’t speak 
for what it was like in the rest of Spain, but 
here on the island – people were brilliant. 
We all took it very seriously and actually it 
paid off. We retained one of the lowest 
rates of infection in the country. That said 
– they closed the borders on the islands 
very early and I think this contributed to 
the overall low infection rate. 
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At what point could you see 
light at the end of the tunnel as 
far as lifting of restrictions? 
It was quite hard to see the light of the end 

of the tunnel because the information we 

were getting was so conflicting. When we 

were told we could go out to exercise, this 

was only confirmed the day before it 

happened! And then it was unclear as to 

how long – what exercise was allowed – how 

far you could go, etc.  

 

How did this make you feel 
know you’d soon be able to get 
afloat again? 
I was ecstatic! I couldn’t sleep the night 

before!  

What were your feelings as you 
took that first paddle stroke 
post-lockdown? 
It sounds ridiculous – but it felt like the 

previous seven weeks confinement, was 

instantly a moment passed in time.  
 

Did you go anywhere or do 
anything specific for your first 
‘back at it’ session? 
When I set out it was dark (6.00am) and 

there was just a glimmer of dawn coming 

from over the headland. I made a beeline to 

get out in the middle of the bay, which is 

about a 4k paddle and in to open sea by the 

time the sun came up over the horizon.  

I can honestly say it was one of the most 

beautiful sunrises I have ever seen. I felt 

really emotional at that moment in time. 
 

Have you seen many others  
out paddling? 
Up to this point not many. The problem is, 

you currently cannot drive to reach your 

place of exercise, so for many it is still not 

possible. 
 

Are there still some form of 
restrictions in place regarding 
SUP/recreation time? 
As I write this – restrictions are getting 

lifted again. As from Monday (11th May) 

you are able to travel in the car and they are 

allowing bars and restaurants with terraces 

to open at 50% capacity. We are also 

allowed to have gatherings at home with up 

to 10 people. All in all, things are starting to 

feel just a little bit more normal again. 
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How serious is the situation, 
still, on Mallorca compared to 
mainland Spain? 
We have the lowest rate of infection in the 
whole of Spain, and where I am in the 
north of the island, we have the lowest rate 
of infection on the island. 
 

What’s been your view of the 
UK during this time from the 
outside looking in? 
Well – compared to here, from the outside 
looking in its looked like a ‘pseudo’ 
lockdown to be honest. I understand it’s all 
relative, but in my humble opinion, it 
didn’t happen early enough, and I don’t 
think it’s been strict enough. The numbers 
seem to reflect that. I think the problem is, 
it’s harder to enforce and there has been a 
lot of ambiguity. The police can’t be in all 
places at all times, so it is down to 
individuals to make the right decision. 
Never a good move letting the great British 
public make their own decisions. 
 

Any advice for paddlers in 
Blighty in the face of COVID-19? 
Yes! Enjoy every moment when you get 
back on the water! You never know what 
you have lost until its gone. I treat every 
day with the expectation that all its going 
to take, is a spike in numbers for it to be 
taken away again!  

Have you been able to take any 
positives from this experience, 
if so what? 
Totally – from my perspective, I am so 
grateful that the planet is getting a chance 
to recover. The air is cleaner. The water is 
clearer. There is no noise pollution. It’s 
lovely to be able to see nature returning, 
and the sense of community and 
comradery here has been heart-warming. 
 

Any final thoughts on the 
whole lockdown situation? 
Yes – what will be, will be. You can’t worry 
about the things you can’t change. What 
you can do is take care of yourself, stay in 
touch with friends and family and use the 
time you have wisely.  
 

Thanks and praise? 
Yes! I am always grateful to my support 
network. My mum, my good friends - who 
really have been through it with me this 
last five or six years and continue to be my 
biggest supporters through thick and then.  

I am also beyond grateful to Andy, 
Reuben, Gonzalo (Fatstick Spain) for giving 
me the opportunity to work with the brand 
over here and grow the Fatstick 
community in the Balearics. They have 
something really special going on and I 
genuinely feel honoured to be a part of 
that. 
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Cavebelly
Interview: SUPM  

Pics: Phil May, Phil Plume and Peter Tranter 

Phil May, of Yellowbelly SUP fame, and Phil Plume, from Cave Active, decided to get involved 

with podcasting during COVID lockdown. SUPM caught up with the two Phils, to see how 

things have been going and what future plans are. 

Firstly, how has lockdown been 
for you both? 
May: Mental, mental. Absolutely mental! 

Plume: Because we're both working full 

time. We've not finished working. 

May: There's been no break, no respite, no 

time off. Not for us anyway! 

Plume: We've both got jobs where it's 

resulted in not just usual work, but extra 

work. So unlike a lot of people who have not 

been busy, we've been extremely busy. 

May: Yes. But no break at all in it. 

Everything changes every five seconds as 

well. So you have to try and stay on top of 

what's changing and what's not. 

Plume: Yeah, that is a big thing. But I've 

still been getting out and exercising. You 

know, I started off on bike rides. I tried 

going running for a little bit until my calf 

muscle gave up.  

May: I haven't done anything. 

Plume: And then back on the water. Well 

you've got back on the water haven't you? 

May: I'm back on the water yeah. 

Phil May and Plume talk podcasts
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May: Did you lose the plot? 

Plume: I think clearly we clearly did, didn't 

we? 

May: Yeah, completely.  

Plume: The whole CaveBelly Podcast 

proves that! 

May: The whole challenge thing, the whole 

lot proves that we lost the plot. 

Plume: I'll just say one thing: Tiktok, Tiktok 

Tiktok.  
 

Talk us through the origins of 
CaveBelly and how it came to 
be.  
May: Losing the plot, CaveBelly is us losing 

the plot. 

Plume: Yeah but what’re the origins of 

CaveBelly?  

May: Well, we always wanted to do 

something more than we were doing, didn't 

we? And we've always wanted to do 

something together. 

Plume: Yeah. And then we've talked about 

a podcast before, haven't we? I'm sure we 

have. And then we started this before 

lockdown. 

May: Yeah. 

Plume: So we did. We started it. 

May: We started it just before the whole 

COVID thing was kicking off. We started it 

like the week before. 

Plume: And we just said, look, it’s just a 

good time to do it. Let's just do it now. 

Some people have told us that we come 

across quite well together. 

May: Got a bit of natural rapport as well. 

Plume: Obviously, we can't get together. So 

we said, let's just sod it. Just do a live Facebook 

thing and talk about whatever we want. 

May: Pretty much chat rubbish. 

Plume: Chat rubbish, talk about whatever 

we want. And surprisingly, people seemed 

to like it. 

May: We've done all right. People have 

tuned in. 

Plume: So I think how it came to be: we 

just decided to do it. 

May: We just wanted to do something and 

we did it. 

Plume: We had a practice run at the in the 

car near the skate park at Midhurst and you 

were in your house. Found some free 

software and just got on with it. 
 

Did you have any previous 
experience of podcast hosting?  
May: No experience of anything. 

Plume:  Can't you tell? I think that answers 

that one.  
 

Is there a formula behind each 
episode? Or is it a case of 
winging it? 

May: It's kind of a formula. 

Plume: There is. But there's a healthy dose 

of winging it. 
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May: We wing the beginning bit. That's kind 

of what's gone on in the week and what 

we've been up to. 

Plume: Yep. 

May: Then we have kind of a guest. And 

then towards the end of the guest, we have 

the weekly challenge if we've done one.So 

there is a formula. But within that formula 

we're basically winging it. 

 

So do you do questions in 
advance? 
Plume: Well, we do sometimes. 

May: You do sometimes. I don't. Never. 

Plume: Probably half an hour before. That's 

why you never ask any. And I do. 

May: Yes.That's why I drive. 

Plume: So you do the technology and I do 

the filling in the awkward silences. 

May: Pretty much.  

 

How do you decide on guests?  
Plume: I mean, the first guest was Paddy 

Martin. We had Paddy because we had a 

Paddy had set up an online drawing 

challenge (he’s an artist) and we thought 

that would be a good thing to point people 

towards.Then we had Hannah Louise Garber 

– Spain went into lockdown before us. That 

was the emergency one. And then we just 

we just picked people. 

May: People we like to talk to, we think 

we've kind of got a rapport with.And some of 

that list are funny and some are dry and 

some are, you know… It’s all good because 

everybody's got a different point of view. 

Plume: And we've had some people step in 

last minute to help us out. 

May: Some people randomly bail us out. 

Thank you Kelvin! 

 

What are your memorable 
CaveBelly highlights to date, 
and why? 
May: I think the emergency one was quite 

fun because we had Adam on first from his 

studio in Sweden, and then we had Hannah 

on from the Balearics. It's like pulling in all 

these different people from all over the world. 

Plume: I think mine’s the Blinding Lights 

Tik Tok. 
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May: With Scotty Warren. 

Plume: I think a lot of effort went into that 
Tik Tok! Choreographed by myself. Edited by 
you. So, yeah, I think that is my highlight. 

 

What's the next step as far as 
development goes for 
Cavebelly?  
May: A YouTube channel. Podcasts, like 
proper podcasts, hopefully recording some 
in advance and relying less on the live 
element. The live element is fun, but it's 
kind of hard work at times to get yourself in 
that zone on a Sunday night. Especially 
getting ready to go back to work. 

Plume: It is tough isn't it and you've got to 
be there every Sunday. And we've missed 
the last couple of Sundays because we've 
just been knackered. I enjoy doing it, but I 
don't want the pressure of having to do it 
every Sunday night at 8pm. So we want to 
move. We want to keep the lives for special 
events and we want to move away from the 
live into the podcast and the pre-recorded. 
We struggle to get some guests, because 
they're not available at that time, so it just 
gives a bit more flexibility to get the people 
that we want to talk to and get them in the 
bag, if you like. We can then still release the 
articles at eight o'clock on a Sunday night. I 
don't want to stop doing lives, I do want to 
continue doing them, but we'll keep the 
lives for special occasions. 

 

Is there feedback suggesting 
there is an appetite for this kind 
of thing even after lock down? 

May: I don't really know. 

Plume: We've not really had a lot of 
feedback. I think one of the issues with 
CaveBelly is with the Facebook lives. People 
are commenting live and then it sort of gets 
lost.  

May: Now lockdown's lifted the whole thing 
will change because it won't necessarily be 
this formulaic online thing. We can get out 
and do stuff. 

Plume: Is there an appetite? I think there's 
an appetite. But I think it will change, it will 
not just be us two on screen like this, will it? 
 

Who would be your ultimate 
SUP guest to have on and why?  
May: You know, I'm going to go out on a 
limb and say somebody like Casper, who's 
got a bit of a sense of humour, up for a bit of 
a laugh and a bit of a giggle. But, like, 
massively talented at what he does. 
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Plume: Casper is a good one.  

May: Broadening it out you've got people 

like Jamie O'Brien as well. Big surf 

character, you know. Kelly Slater? 

Plume: Chris Bertish. That paddle across 

the Atlantic. He'd be a good guy to get on. 

Who else? Anybody else? And I get him 

you know because that's the adventure side 

of things. Real adventurer. It'd be an 

interesting story, wouldn't it? I think they 

will be good ones and so that’s like global 

people. What about UK based? 

May: Steve West. 

Plume: Steve West. Yeah. 

 

Is the CaveBelly Podcast 
limited to just SUP related 
themes or are you going to 
broaden it out?  
May: Definitely not limited to just SUP. We 

want to broaden it out. So we've had an 

artist. We've had a musician. 

Plume: But when the lockdown's over and 

we can get back together, we want to try 

different watersports. So between us we've 

done windsurf, kayak, SUP obviously, 

sailing. Wakeboarding. I've never done 

water skiing. I've never done kitesurfing. 

May: I'm really up for open water 

swimming. I've got it in my head that I 

really want to do it. 

Plume: So we want to try different 

watersports and we want to do challenges. I 

really want to do challenges and I want to 

do challenges together as a pair. And I want 

to do challenges where it's me against you.  

Plume: Basically, we want to do Top Gear 

for watersports. And I think that will get 

other people involved in this podcast thing. 

I think that might be the type of thing that 

gets shared as well. 

  

Where did the challenges come 
from? 
May: Well, that comes from us. That's how 

we are. 

Plume: Yeah, not competitive are we?  

May: There's always that little thing 

between us. You hate being beaten by me I 

don't mind being beaten by you, I'm kind 

of used to it, but it's fun to try. It's always 

fun to have a go and try. 

 

So we've covered where 
challenges came from, which 
has been your favourite and 
why?  
May: I liked the wet suit challenge. The wet 

suit challenge was fun. 

Plume: Blinded lights for me because I put 

a lot of effort into it and I think it turned 

out really good. Why the wet suit? 

May: Why the wet suit? Because I'm 

ridiculous, me putting a wet suit on is the 

most ridiculous thing I've ever seen and I 

love it. I think it's brilliant. It took me 

forever compared to you two.  

 

At time of Q&A, have you been 
back on the water as lockdown, 
restrictions are eased? If so, 
how was it?  

May: I reckon I've probably done nearly 40 

miles since we've been released.  

Plume: On the river?  

May: On the river, so I've smashed it out. 

It's nice. Really good. Some lessons, some 

just me on my own. I've been training to 

music and it's been really good. Jimmy did 

me a mix. And I've been training to a Fifty 

five strokes per minute mix, and it's been 

really, really helpful. 

Plume: I have windsurfed. That was 

awesome. And it was really windy and it 

was just full power waves. Little stunt ramps 

to jump off and to ride.  

May: Technique changes once you've been 

away for a while. Things all do, your body 

does different things when you get back. 

Plume: I've done some hour long training 

paddles. Then I saw a Topper for sale, 

bought it 115 quid, bargain! And Sophie, 

Jack and Alfie sailed it and these are three 
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kids who decided they don't want to come 
to the beach anymore. I hardly got in the 
water, but I've got so much enjoyment from 
watching them sail in the topper. Brilliant! 
It doesn't have to cost a lot of money to get 
started. It sits on the roof rack of a car. 115 
quid job lot. All the family can go on it. It's 
not like windsurfing. It's not hard to learn. 
And off you go.  

 

What are your SUP plans for the 
rest of 2020 - all being well? 

May: Carry on teaching. I've entered the 
Molokai race - the virtual one - which is 
kind of my training focus at the minute. It 
gives me something to aim towards. I just 
want to get out more and paddle, you know. 

Plume: My plans have all sort of evaporated 
with COVID-19. I was supposed to be an 
assistant guide on a couple of SUP 
expeditions, one up in Scotland with Water 
Skills Academy and one in Norway. I'm 
feeling at a little bit of a loose end, really. 
I've got no real goal in sight. I did a couple of 
big paddles last year, but nothing this year. 
So I need to I need to set myself a goal. 

Plume: There are no races or challenges. 
There are no adventures; there's nothing at the 
moment and I need to set myself something 
to do, even if it's just like a long weekend or 
whatever. But I need to do something. That 
was a bit downbeat, wasn't it? 

May: Yeah, but you've had the things that 
you wanted to do pulled away from you 
because of this bloody virus! 
 

Any other thoughts regarding 
CaveBelly or SUP in general. 
Plume: We do it because it's a bit of a 
laugh.  

May: I'm quite excited by it. I enjoy it. 

Plume: You deserted me a few years ago 
and moved. We used to do road trips, down 
to Devon and off to races and places like 
that. And we don't do any of that anymore. 
So I'd quite like to start doing that. But 
going off to do these challenges and speak 
to people and interview people. The 
hydrofoil thing’s coming along, that's new 
that I'm getting into. I'd like to get in to 
guiding trips and adventures. I think that’s 
where the fun is now in paddle boarding: 
loading up the kit and going on a journey.  

Plume: We live on an island. It'll take me 
about nine months to get round it I think. 

May: That's a long time off work! 

Plume: And then there’s stuff like Dragon 
Boat.  

May: I've done Dragon Boat before, I've 
done it twice now. 

Shout outs… 
Plume: Thanks and praise to Jo Plume, my 

long suffering wife, who sits in the living room 
listening to our live feeds from the kitchen, 
sometimes joining in and keeping the 
attendance numbers up. And thanks to Nik 
Baker (K66/Fanatic UK) for support with kit. 

May: For me, it's just family. Thanks to 
Katie and Jack for letting me disappear off 
for an hour on a Sunday evening.  

For more from CaveBelly hit up the 
Facebook page - 
https://www.facebook.com/The-
CaveBelly-Podcast-102091638112045/ 
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Where in the world would 
you have paddled that 
Easter weekend of 2020… 

We we’re in lockdown. No paddling (at least in the UK), so we asked the question to 

some of our valued contributors, “If you could get out and SUP, where is the first 

place you would head?” Paddlers are featured in the order they sent their replies.

MARK ROSE 
GREATSTONE-ON-SEA, KENT 

If we could go paddling it 

would be at our club, The 

Varne Water Sports Club on 

the Kent coast less than a 

mile away from where I am 

writing this under lockdown. 

The photo was taken on a 

freezing cold February 

morning off the Varne with 

the usual SUP suspects, Jane, 

Ant and Mark. 

The bay offers very safe 

SUPing and touring up to Dungeness point a nice 

two hour round trip between RNLI stations of 

Littlestone and Dungeness. With some fantastic 

local funding and help from willing volunteers 

(unpaid instructors), all our lessons and activities on 

the water are free. As much as we all want to get 

back on the water the whole club is behind the NHS 

and all the people trying to beat this virus. 

Mark is a regular contributor to SUP Mag UK.
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MORENE DEKKER 
PAMPUS ISLAND, NETHERLANDS 

I am heading out to Pampus 
Island. It is an island about 
five kilometres from my 
house at the IJsselmeer, the 
huge inland lake in the 
Netherlands. As there is no 
tourism or boats allowed to 
dock there and the only 
restaurant on the island is 
closed, it will be like it used to 
be hundreds of years ago. I 
might even take my board on 

shore and go for a little hike on the abandoned 
island. Weather looks great for the weekend and I am 
so grateful we don’t experience a full lockdown in The 
Netherlands. This might even be the best time for me 
to go out and explore new routes I can organise later 
on if I may open up again.  

The Amsterdam city waters are locked down all 
Easter weekend but we have enough options out of 
Amsterdam to head to and bring some drinks and 
food for a short break! I will be paddling after Easter 
again and I am also taking people out with me 

privately, maximum two persons, as we are allowed 
to go out with three at a time as long as we keep 
enough distance. This isn’t that hard while paddling 
and going out for a paddle keeps you sane in these 
scary times.  

Morene Dekker – M&M SUP Amsterdam – 
www.mm-sup.com morene@mm-sup.com +31 
(0)6 2120 2222 facebook.com/mmsup M&M UP 
Stand Up Paddling Amsterdam is open for a 
variety of SUP classes from April to October. 
You can either book one of the group classes or 
contact them for a private sup class or SUP tour. 
In season you can either book a session in 
Amsterdam or at the IJburg beach. It is also 
possible to book tailor custom made multiple 
day tours if in Amsterdam longer and want to 
see more of the city and the surrounding area.

TONY BAIN 
BALA, WALES 

Well we are in Lockdown, my 
boards in the shop getting a 
new fin box glued on (it took 
a beating on the New 
Zealand white water river 
this last trip) and it’s the 
furthest and the longest 
time I have been without 
my board. Sad days indeed.  

So, I have been asked where I 
would go for Easter if I wasn’t 
locked In, if I was choosing a 

place to travel to camp and paddle for Easter. It would 
be Bala, why else do you think I live here. Right on the 
edge of Snowdonia National park, full of great walks, 
mountain bike riding and amazing scenery for the 
times when you aren’t paddling.  

Llyn Tegid at Bala is ideal for SUP paddlers, two 
campsites entry direct to the lake’s foreshore and 
one a very short walk away, the lake is the deepest 
natural lake in Wales, pretty cold throughout the 
year, when its windless its lake a mirror and 
stunning to be out on. However, Llyn Tegid gets 
hammered by the winds, it’s a great lake for sailing, 
and if you’re in the wrong part of it when the wind 
starts blowing paddlers can often find out how good 
or not very quickly.  

The local rivers offer some of the best white-water 
action in the country, The Welsh National white water 

is about 6km from town and then there is also The 
Mill at Llangollen approximately 35 minutes away.  

So Bala covers all the bases for me, white water river 
during the day and an early morning or late 
evening lake paddle for good measures.  

Tony Bain is a New Zealand born, fully qualified 
SUP instructor, owner of Welsh-based Green 
Dragon Activities and SUP explorer of rivers and 
lakes. If you like the sound of a trip like this 
and fancy learning some of the skills that are 
involved with packing and planning for a SUP 
adventure, then look them up and they can take 
you on a micro adventure here in the UK and 
help you hone the SUP adventurer inside – 
www.greendragon activities.co.uk

http://www.mm-sup.com
http://www.greendragonactivities.co.uk
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PADDY MARTIN 
SAUNTON, DEVON 

I’d head straight to Saunton. 

Long, easy rides in the sun. 

Weaving through the crowds 

and trying to get some time 

on the nose. It’d be so good 

to feel the water on my feet 

and the salt on my skin. 

Then after chilling with 

mates at the beach it would 

have to be a bag of chips and 

a home made fishcake from 

Squires in Braunton.  

Every day, Paddy spends time by the sea. 

Sometimes surfing, sometimes SUP boarding or 

maybe just walking the dog along the beach, 

and every day the sea inspires him. Since 

graduating in Fine Art at the time of Brit Art 

and studying under some of the YBAs, Paddy 

have been fascinated by paint, light and by the 

juxtaposition between the paint and the 

surface its applied to. Much like a walk along 

the beach, it never exactly the same twice. 

https://www.facebook.com/paddyfineart/

DAMIAN SCOTT 
SEVEN SISTERS, RIVER CUCKMERE, 
EAST SUSSEX 

As soon as this dark cloud 

passes I will be back over to 

the Seven Sisters, River 

Cuckmere (BN25 4AD) It’s the 

water home of Neptune SUPs 

and was where our first ever 

board touched water, now 

used for testing, demos and 

my go to place to clear my 

head. It has loads to offer; 

from a land locked section 

that’s great for newbies, 

going down to the Sea or go the other way and 

paddle for miles inland, passing villages whilst being 

surrounded by amazing countryside views. Voted one 

of the top 10 inland paddles in the UK and anyone 

that’s been there will know why. Hopefully see you 

back on the water soon (but not now). 

 

 

 

Damian founded and runs Neptune SUP. Based 

on the south coast of the UK, the sea has always 

been a part of Damian’s life. Coming from a 

skateboarding, surfing, windsurfing 

background from way back in the day, he has 

seen the SUP market grow over the last few 

years. https://www.neptunesups.com

https://www.facebook.com/paddyfineart/
http://www.neptunesups.com
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ELAINE FARQUHARSON 
WEYMOUTH, DORSET 

Easter holidays and what 
better place for my family 
and I to enjoy SUPing than 
in sunny Weymouth. 

It’s the start of the new 
tourist season and the 
resurrection of energy and 
life as the town awakens 
from its Winter slumber. 
Love or hate it the bucket 
and spade culture that 
Weymouth seaside town and 

harbourside enjoys is alive and kicking, in all its 
traditional glory. For me there is no better way to 
see the rebirth of all the fun than from the sup 
board. To float in the atmosphere of the quirky 
quayside music festival, Pavilion fairground, and 
admire the cute donkeys with the backdrop of the 
world famous Jurassic coastline to frame the bay is 
simply delightful. 

For the physical paddling experience however I am 
spoilt, my favourite downwind run Portland to 
Ringstead, Bowleaze surf, race training at the 
sheltered Weymouth bay or family fun at 
Weymouth sands. I realise how genuinely lucky I 
am when I answer the question where would I want 
to SUP this weekend, the answer is at home. 

Elaine owns and runs Dorset Sports Physio, 
based in Weymouth Community College Sports 
Centre. She offers sports physiotherapy, 
biomechanics and coaching to the Dorset 
communities. Elaine’s specialist interest is tri 
sports and SUP, not only as a competitor but 
also through her work as a coach and physio. 
Elaine’s specialist work with the lower quadrant 
has helped her achieve advanced practice 
recognition in hip and pelvis and works closely 
alongside Dorset’s expert hip surgeons and 
lower limb specialists. Elaine’s facilities offer a 
large private treatment room, three sports 
halls, a fully equipped gym, sports pitches, and 
also racquet courts across the two sites. Elaine 
also has a hydrotherapy pool and Pilates studio 
off campus. @dorsetsportsphysio/

BRIAN JOHNCEY 
PYRFORD TO RIPLEY, SURREY 

We start our 4 km 
‘Sundowners Paddle’  on the 
River Wey at Pyrford Lock 
heading upstream. We soon, 
on our right, pass a small but 
impressive brick built 
riverside summer house 
(part on Pyrford Place) with a 
blue plaque. ‘John Donne, 
Poet and Dean of St Paul's, 
lived here 1600 – 1604’. 

We then paddle through the 
Walsham Gates – this is the last of the original turf-
sided locks opened in 1653. 

We then come to the star of the show, the ruins of 
Rauld de Calva's 12th century Newark Priory. The 
priory is great to see in full sunlight but becomes a 
magnificent sight at sunset on our Sundowners 
paddle. The Real Blue Chip Super Club has been 
paddling this route for over 10 years and it’s still 
one of our favourite paddles. 

Featured in the 2009 photo are Ellie, Gordon and 
Rob from the Blue Chip SUPer Club 

Brian runs and owns the Blue Chip Board store, 
the oldest family-run windsurfing, surfing and 
SUP centre in the UK at 
https://www.windsurfer.co.uk/about.htm

https://www.windsurfer.co.uk/about.htm
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ANNI RIDSDILL SMITH 
BATH PLACE WHARF, ESSEX 

If I could get out and 
paddle, I’d walk out of my 
front door, walk a few steps 
and launch off Bath Place 
Wharf, where I live. I’d 
paddle through Maldon 
Town Harbour past the 
historic Thames Barges at 
the Hythe, as they get ready 
to sail, and out into the 
Blackwater Estuary. 

The tide would be lapping 
gently over the mud and the salt marshes would be 
alive with birds. I’d paddle past the town’s promenade 
park, where people would be watching me as they eat 
their icecreams, and I’d head out over the causeway 
to Northey Island, where the Battle of Maldon was 
fought against the Vikings in 991. 

Then I’d paddle round the island and head over to the 
far shore, to take a look at the beach huts on stilts 
and jump out at the beach for a cream tea at Tiptree 
Jam’s View River cafe. I’d watch the majestic Thames 
Barges sailing past and I’d say a silent “hello” to the 
skippers and their day-trippers. Then I’d jump back 
on my board and paddle home, drinking in the salt 
air and feeling lucky, very lucky indeed. 

Anni has been enjoying SUP racing for many 
years and was delighted to compete in the UK’s 
first ever ladies invitational SUP race at the 
Southampton Boat Show in 2013. She manages 
the Frangipani SUP race team in Essex and is 
really keen to help people get into SUP racing, 
particularly women. Anni is also a director and 
trainer with the British Stand Up Paddle 
Association (BSUPA) and a #ThisGirlCan 
ambassador for SUP in Essex.  
https://frangipanisup.com

MIKE PROCTER 
ISLE OF WIGHT 

It’s certainly a trying time 
for all us paddling 
enthusiasts. Whilst we know 
the government guidance 
allows getting out for 
exercise, I’m sure many of us 
have wrestled with the 
question of whether that 
could legitimately include 
paddling. But, rightly or 
wrongly, knowing the power 
of perception and not 

wanting to be seen as flaunting the rules, I’ve made 
a tough decision to leave the SUP in the garage for 
the time being. 

As such, I’m left with my imaginations of where I 
could be paddling in this glorious weather of the 
Easter weekend. And one of my favourite paddles that 
comes to mind is my as-yet unfulfilled challenge to 
paddle all the way around the Isle of Wight. 

I’ve tried it twice before with my good paddling 
friends, Sam, Ben and Stu, but we’ve been foiled by 
the changeable sea conditions on both attempts. 
But they have been thoroughly enjoyable 
experiences all the same. 

In our last effort we set out to circumnavigate the 
island (roughly 100km) over two days. At the end of 

the first day we found ourselves a spectacular spot 
to camp on a remote pebble beach on the south 
side of The Needles. Surrounded by 100ft cliffs, only 
accessible by sea, we enjoyed a driftwood campfire 
and slept under the stars. 

The next day, high winds and sea swells foiled our 
efforts to complete the home stretch to Bembridge. 
But I’m confident when this lockdown is finally over 
we’ll get back out there and complete our mission. 
Hopefully camping at that exact same spot again. 

In the meantime, be patient and take care. 

Mike is a contributor to SUP Mag UK and last 
year completed the Yukon River Quest on a SUP 
board. The 420-mile race is considered to be 
one of the toughest races on the planet.

http://www.frangipanisup.com
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AYA KRISTINA ENGEL 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA 

Here in Vancouver BC, we 
have been physical 
distancing for weeks and all 
non-essential businesses 
have been shut down as well. 
We do however, still have our 
freedom to go outside whilst 
keeping our distance. 

Ariane Tasca is my best 
friend and adventure buddy. 
We haven’t seen each other 
in ages because her room 

mate is immunocompromised. As the weather 
warms up I dream of going paddle camping with 
her again. Soon this will all blow over and we will get 
to venture out again. For now, I’ll look at these 
photos of passed trips. Together we paddled with 
Orcas, Humpbacks, Dolphins, Sea lions, paddled up 
to a black bear on the beach and camped many a 
night on our own deserted island with white sandy 
beaches. The west coast of BC is a treasure trove of  
epic giants, archipelagos, and untamed nature. 

I can’t wait to get out there again. 

Kristina has been a professional circus acrobat 

for seven years. She’s lived a wild life on tour, 

but has now finally settled in Vancouver. She is 

a herbalist, yoga instructor and always eager to 

get into the mountains in her spare time. West 

coast passions include; hiking, kite surfing, 

acro yoga, SUP boarding and general 

shenanigans. Catch more of her @ 

https://www.instagram.com/ayakristina/

MARKUS STEHBÖCK 
SOCA RIVER, CROATIA 

Covid-19 these days, is 
preventing us from social 
contacts. Here in Bavaria, 
Germany, this means no SUP 
lessons at all and staying at 
home, letting the first snow 
melts flows disappear. 
Usually we spend this period 
of the year in Greece to open 
the season. So this is the 
first break in this almost 20-
year old routine but it will 

strengthen our joy for next year! 

Staying positive about the situation, we hope to be 
paddling the Soca again, soon. Despite all 
optimism, we are aware of a non-travelling 
possibility for the next month. In this case, staying 
flexible and making the best of the situation, is the 
key. Most of the white water paddlers are used to 
this anyhow. For us this means staying on the home 
rivers, which luckily we have also have in quite a 
number. 

Markus works for Alpin Outdoor, based in 

Bavaria, that runs and organises both SUP and 

kayaking holidays throughout Europe, catch up 

with them @: https://alpinundoutdoor.de

https://www.instagram.com/ayakristina/
https://alpinundoutdoor.de
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PAUL HYMAN 
THAMES RIVER, LONDON 

Lockdown in London has 
been the strangest 
experience ever – seeing the 
busy and vibrant city 
brought to a standstill. 

Once it’s lifted, I wouldn’t 
travel out of London – the 
opposite – I would paddle 
into it to see its awakening 
from the river’s perspective. 

The Tidal Thames running 
through London offers a unique urban paddle 
experience. It’s a challenging section of one of the 
most famous rivers in the world with a huge tidal 
range, powerful currents and many hazards you 
have to navigate. But there are stretches where you 
can relax for long enough to take in the sheer scale 
and grandeur of the city. Seeing central London 
from the river is an experience to remember both 
day and night. 

Paul is the founder and director of Active360 

and has been kayaking since his teens in the UK 

and around the world. He knows the Thames in 

London better than most in the field and loves 

his home patch. He fought the case for SUP on 

the Tidal Thames with the Port of London 

Authority (PLA) and made it happen with the 

creation of the Thames Skills and Knowledge 

courses (TSK 1 and 2) to extend SUP paddlers’ 

range on the Tideway and increase their safety. 

An environmentalist at heart, Paul has for years 

been raising awareness of the damage caused 

to river and marine environments by plastic 

pollution and has run ‘paddle and pick’ events 

since 2011. 

www.active360.co.uk

LIZZIE CARR 
ISLES OF SCILLY 

If I could paddle anywhere 
today it would be island 
hopping around the Isles of 
Scilly… It’s a sub-tropical 
archipelago of 140 tiny 
islands – and only five are 
inhabited. Its ever changing 
coastline of white sandy 
beaches, rugged cliffs and 
glassy coves as well as its 
clear blue waters means 
there’s always wildlife to spot 

and something new to discover. It’s my favourite 
place to paddle in the UK and the first chapter of my 
book, Paddling Britain, which is dedicated to two 
special routes around these islands. 

Photo: Ben Duffy 

Lizzie is an activist, author and founder of 

Plastic Patrol 

www.instagram.com/lizzie_outside 

 

http://www.active360.co.uk
http://www.instagram.com/lizzie_outside
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DALE MEARS 
THE GARDEN 

I decided that during the 
lock down period I wanted to 
try and document as many 
different uses for a 
paddleboard as possible and 
share with the SUP 
community. Most are daft 
but a few are great ways to 
entertain young kids. 

I’ve used my partners in 
crime 18-month old 
daughter Millie and 

Cockapoo Poppy, to try and keep them entertained 
during this lock down period. So far I’m up to day 
20 and going strong and have many more ideas 
planned. I would love your ideas for both inside and 
outside as we don’t know how long this lockdown 
and my project will last! 

Go check out my daily updates over on Instagram 
@dmphotography_uk and @standuppaddleuk for 
daily SUP inspiration, community content and 

showcasing of many of the SUP communities home 
paddle adventures! 

Dale is the founder of the Instagram 

community page Stand Up Paddle UK 

(@standuppaddleuk)

SARAH THORNELY 
RHOSSILI BAY, WALES 

Where would I go…?  I would 
be loading the van with the 
SUP surfs and the OC and 
heading to Rhossili Bay, first 
stopping at Barry to swoop 
up a couple of locals, Sarah 
and Jonny, who know where 
to find the good surf. 

This bay is beautiful and at 
our level we do NOT want it 
to be big – we want clean 
and glassy and about 2-3 

foot. If it’s flat as a pancake, I shall be out there 
exploring on the OC with my training buddy Andrea 
– we’ve spotted dolphins before and it would be 
incredible to explore the whole Bay and up to 
Worm’s Head – perhaps taking snacks and an 
iPhone for safety and photos – the coastline there is 
just stunning. 

Back to the surf and then the choice is Starboard 
Wide Point or longboard. I love both but usually ask 
my friend Sarah how she thinks I would get on with 
both in the conditions. It’s a hike to the beach but 
then you come out onto this vast beach and it quite 
takes your breath away. 

Why would I go here instead of somewhere more 
exotic? I love the British Isles and have so much 
more to explore but part of my heart lies in Wales. 

Sarah heads up the GBSUP Media Team and 

SUPjunkie, which fully supports the race series. 

She have been paddling since 2012 and 

although she never took part in any other 

sports until she was in her 50s, she competed in 

SUP for five years. This culminated in 2017, 

when Sarah jointly won the National 

Championships in the UK in the 14’ class. Sarah 

promptly retired and started to volunteer on the 

events team with GBSUP and SUPjunkie evolved 

from that. 

Sarah is a qualified instructor with the ASI and 

British Canoeing and still gets great pleasure in 

getting complete beginners on the water. She 

have learnt to SUP surf and has been paddling 

an OC1 for nearly a year. 

https://www.supjunkie.co.uk

http://www.supjunkie.co.uk
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REUBEN MAY 
SOUTH WEST FRANCE 

If there wasn’t a lockdown, 

my dream SUP location 

would be to drive down to 

the south west of France for 

a camping trip. Once there I 

would enjoy some sunny 

peeling waves followed by a 

glass of red wine and some 

delicious lunch. 

Company director of 

FatStick, Reuben May, is 

passionate about 

watersports. he has spent many years within 

the watersports industry: 

https://fatstickboards.com

LOUISE ROYLE 
THAMES RIVER 

I had loads of stuff planned 

that is not going to happen 

now: France at end of April 

for the Open Canoe Festival 

with my daughter and 

grandson, Slovenia at end 

of May and Montenegro in 

June. Who knows what will 

happen now. I would be 

more than happy just to be 

able to get on the Thames 

locally. 

Louise is a regular contributor to our sister 

magazine the Paddler. Read about her 

expedition down the Sun Kosi in Nepal @: 

https://joom.ag/Fjoa/p144

CORRAN ADDISON 
THE LACHINES, QUEBEC, CANADA 

The Lachines are my 

favourite place to go SUP, 

and there are a lot of great 

waves out there that you 

can access paddling down 

and paddling in – if you 

have the skill set to make it 

through a kilometre long 

class 4 with overhead 

crashing waves. But one of 

the waves requires a jet ski. 

When you flush off the 

wave, you cannot get back to it without a lift back 

upstream, and this breaks the social distancing 

rules (I expect in five years time, we’ll have the first 

hunger games to commemorate those that died in 

this time). So I dream about this wave, and I wait for 

better time so that I can go out and surf it again. 

Corran Addison is a regular contributor to SUP Mag UK 

and owns Soul Waterman. www.soulwaterman.com

https://fatstickboards.com
https://joom.ag/Fjoa/p144
http://www.soulwaterman.com
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ALEXANDER METTES 
TAMPA, FLORIDA, USA 

In my dreams I would be 

paddling in Tampa Florida 

between the manatees. Our 

trip with the family was 

booked, but because of the 

virus we were not able to go. 

On the other hand very, 

grateful we are still save. 

Hope all the same for you. 

Pretty weird that a simple 

handshake became a 

precious good these days.  

Luckily, we can still paddle out at our home spot, so 

my girls went out for a local paddle. We had 

marvelous weather during Easter, so they spent 

hours on the water. They had a great time. SUP is 

fun anywhere.  

In a way good to see that we all realize what 

matters, health, family and enjoy small things in 

live. That might be a valuable lesson for the future.  

Hope we get safely out of the lock down soon. Stay 

save, Keep sharing the stoke and see you soon on 

the water. 

Social distance and leashes save lives!  

Alexander owns Aqua Inc, a leading SUP brand 
within the industry: https://www.aquainc-
global.com

DARREN FARRAR 
ST IVES, CORNWALL 

If I could paddle anywhere 

this bank holiday weekend it 

would be Cornwall, 

specifically St Ives. My 

girlfriend surprised me with 

a trip there for my birthday 

last year and I was instantly 

wowed. The coastal views, 

the sunsets and of course 

the paddleboard spots. St 

Ives bay and Porthminster 

Beach are one of my 

favourite in the UK (up there with West Bay in 

Dorset!). We’ve actually planned to go paddling 

there when this is all over for a ‘staycation’ to 

support some local businesses and enjoy the 

outdoors again! 

Darren has been paddling for a few years along 
the UK coasts, rivers and abroad. He forms part 
of the Instagram UK SUP page 
@StandUpPaddleUK that promotes people, a 
place for UK SUP to share images and an 
unbiased place that reviews equipment. 
@darrens_visuals or @standuppaddleuk

http://www.aqua-inc.com
http://www.aqua-inc.com
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STEPHAN LEFEVRE 
ROAD TRIP, EUROPE 

Usually at Easter we try to 
get as far south as possible 
in Europe for our first warm 
family water sport session of 
the year, with options for 
SUP surfing or windsurfing 
depending on the 
conditions! In fact we did 
originally booked an Easter 
week in Corralejo in 
Fuerteventura. 

But after weeks in lockdown 
stuck in the house and a likely restricted budget my 
ideal destination would be a road trip. Why restricting 
ourselves to one place (again) when we can visit the 
many. Lucky for us we converted ourselves a LWB van 
eight years ago with all the comfort we could pack in 
and off course a large garage under the bed for all our 
water toys allowing us to travel and stop anywhere we 
want with decent comfort.  

With a better chance to get some warm sunshine I 
think we would naturally head to France (being 
French help a little with the lingo), first Epic La 
Torche in Brittany, then La Tranche sur Mer in 

Vendee, followed by Carcans-plage and Bidard on 
the south west Atlantic coast with a good chance of 
getting some very good surfing conditions and 
finally head to the Mediterranean in Collioure which 
not only is a gorgeous place but can actually offer 
some pretty impressive surfing conditions on a 
good day!…the hardest part is always to come back 
home back to reality. If it was only me… I would 
permanently be on a road surf trip. 

Stephan runs the UK operations of 

Redwoodpaddle. Catch his interview with SUP 

Mag UK here @ https://joom.ag/oOWC/p24

ANDY MCCONKEY 
CERDEGIONSHIRE, WALES 

We tend to make plans for 
trips quite late, so although 
we were probably going to go 
away over the kids’ Easter 
break, we hadn’t decided 
where to go before it became 
apparent that COVID19 was 
going to stop us going 
anyway! 

If it was warm enough we 
were thinking about heading 
back to Cerdegionshire and 

camping. We last visited in Easter 2017 – it was cold 
(it was the beast from the east year) so we rented a 
cottage. The cold, coupled with the age of the boys 
meant that we didn’t really paddle that much. 
However, the paddling that we did gave us enough of 
a taste to know that we wanted to go back! The 
coastline is stunning – rugged and full of nature. Just 
the way we like it. Mwnt was probably our favourite 
paddle location, but it’s hard to choose a favourite, 
when you’re in paddle nirvana. 

If we didn’t manage to go away, then the other place 
we’d choose to paddle is our second home, Cotswold 
Water Park Hire – lake 86.   They were our very first 
demo centre, and being on our doorstep, we’re often 

found imposing on Tom and Josh’s patience, 
swimming, paddling-ing, yoga-ing with Kathy, and 
barbecuing for hours at a time! 

Andy is the Director of young upstart SUP 

brand, McConks. He has been a keen windsurfer, 

surfer and SUPper for decades, although family 

life plus running McConks means that he 

doesn’t spend as much time on the water as he 

would like. www.mcconks.com

https://joom.ag/oOWC/p24
http://www.mcconks.com
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SIMON BASSETT 
WEST WITTERING, WEST SUSSEX 

I would choose my home 

break West Wittering – 

normally I work there on the 

beach at 2XS and can dive 

out for a slide on the waves 

soon as they appear. I 

suppose I realise now I have 

taken that option so much 

for granted and being in 

lockdown now, SUP Surfing 

feels like a distant memory. 

I have worked at West 

Wittering beach for 35 years and so I know all the 

sand bars, how the tides work and where all the 

waves break.  

We have a small crew who all get excited soon as 

there is any scent of surf – David, John, Holly B, 

Genty, James and others. I have a new JP custom 

asymmetric SUP which I  have been trying out – 

can’t wait to get back in the water. Right now I am 

going to respect the lock down, ride my indo board 

in the garden and get ready for next session . 

Simon’s involvement in watersports has been 
extensive, he was one of the first paddlesurfers 
in the UK in 2006, co-founded BSUPA and 

currently is joint head coach and chairman. 
Simon did a team world record attempt channel 
crossing in 2010 on a SUP to raise money and 
awareness for the Surfers Against Sewage 
charity and raised £10,000. He has also written 
with Andy Gratwick, the BSUPA teaching 
scheme, which has over 100 schools and more 
than 20,000 students a year completing BSUPA 
courses. Further info @ www.2xs.co.uk

RICHARD WEBB 
JURASSIC COAST, DORSET 

This Easter I would have 

spent pretty much all day 

every day in the water. If the 

waves were pumping I would 

have been at my local spot 

on the Jurassic coast on my 

gun and if it was flat, I would 

have been out with family, 

friends and all the paddlers 

from the Bournemouth SUP 

club probably paddling 

around Brownsea Island and 

along our beautiful Sandbanks beach.  

All of this time out of the water will only make 

everyone including myself appreciate every paddle 

that bit more and hopefully we can all safely get 

back out there soon. Mahalo. 

Richard Webb is a director of Hypr Hawaii @ 
www.hyprhawaii.co.uk

https://www.2xs.co.uk
https://www.hyprhawaii.co.uk
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JAY JSUP MANNING 
CANTERBURY, KENT 

Easter weekend is kinda 

busy one for me and 

paddleboarding. Good Friday 

is my Easter SUP parade in 

the historical city of 

Canterbury, which attracts 

lots of paddlers and being 

the start of spring, gets a lot 

of paddlers out for the first 

time. Rest of the weekend is 

mainly catching up with my 

local SUP community 

somewhere on the south coast, hopefully in some 

waves and of course some good weather helps.  

Nice long weekend on water getting summer SUP 

vibes in gear and getting events into place with 

Fanatic SUP demos and catching up with the team 

usually on the Monday with the K66 board riders. 

Jay Manning, or JSUP as he’s more commonly 
known, is one of the most instantly 
recognisable UK stand up paddlers out there. 
Jay’s relentless social media output is a dream 

for any sponsor – in his case: Fanatic UK, ION 
and K-66 Surf Division. Always at large, Jay can 
be found at most UK SUP events throughout the 
year. Catch him @ 
www.facebook.com/jay.jsup.manning

CAL MAJORS 
THE OCEAN 

How to stay connected to 

the ocean. Even if you’re 

miles away from the ocean 

on lockdown, here are three 

ways to maintain that 

connection. They might not 

be what you expected. 

Watch the video on the 

right… 

Cal is a true advocate of 
protecting the sea from 
pollution. In 2016 Cal 

began the ‘Paddle Against Plastic’ campaign. 
Positive engagement became her mantra and 
she has used epic SUP expeditions as her 
vehicle to do this. 
www.calmajor.com 

Links to Cal’s films: 

Vitamin Sea: 
www.vimeo.com/ondemand/vitaminsea 

Skye’s The Limit: 
www.vimeo.com/ondemand/skyesthelimitfilm

https://www.facebook.com/jay.jsup.manning
https://www.calmajor.com
http://www.vimeo.com/ondemand/vitaminsea
http://www.vimeo.com/ondemand/skyesthelimitfilm
https://youtu.be/Gu-Fcc017R8
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Gave du  SUP river 
session on the 

Words & pics: Nico Fayol 
The Gave du Brousset runs into the Gave d’Ossau, a torrential river 
flowing through the Ossau Valley, one of the three main valleys of 
the High-Béarn (Pyrénées-Atlantiques), in the south west of 
France. At the end of April, the day after the Extreme Kayak 
European Cup and a great evening party, the bet was on for Nico 

Fayol to go to the Gave du Brousset with Jean Yves Moustrou 
and a few other paddlers. The river’s source is in the 

Pourtalet Mount known for the 
Tour de France!
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Brousset 
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We were fully equipped with helmets, life 

jackets, elbow and knee protection and a 

leash attached from the board to the life 

jacket, with the river running high with the 

snow melt at that time of the year. The 

start is beautiful In the middle of the 

national park in the Pyrenees, we started 

the run with 600 metres of class 2, and 

arrived at the first drop. The preparation of 

the drop is not really clean and we decided 

to wait to make it! After the drop we 

continued and came across the end of an 

avalanche that week, that had blocked all 

the traffic in the valley.  
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We arrived at the level of the Cahot de Soc, 

famous for its rock climbing, and also a 

place where you can enjoy plenty of slalom 

moves between the rocks. We have to leave 

the water to finish the rapid, as the water 

was pushing us into a syphon, so better to 

stay safe and humble! After a kilometre of 

walking we are back on the water to and we 

finish the run before the end of the canyon, 

where the class 3 becomes class 4 /5 and so 

became impossible to SUP.  

This session was a huge opportunity to use 

our knowledge of a kayaking river and we 

really enjoyed the SUP on this hard river.



P H O T O  B R O N N H U B E R , K A N I  /  R I D E R   T O M  F R I T Z M E I E R

P A C K  S M A L L  
F O R  B I G  
A D V E N T U R E S

F L Y  A I R  P O C K E T

1 0 ' 4 "

5 0 %  
S M A L L E R 
T H A N  A 
N O R M A L  
B A G

Travel to your dream destination with the 
Fly Air Pocket. Our years of innovation in 
construction has allowed us to deliver 
an all-accessible 10’4” shape, that fits in 
a backpack half the size of our regular 
designs. Tough, light and quick to setup,  
no adventure should go without the  
Fly Air Pocket.

A D D I C T E D  TO  R I D E  –  B O A R D R I D I N G  S I N C E  8 1

F O L LO W  U S  

W W W. F A N AT I C.C O M / S U P,  K 6 6  U K  LT D,  T  0 1 9 0 3  2 3 0 5 7 7 ,  S A L E S @ K- 6 6 .C O M ,  W W W. K- 6 6 .C O MW W W. F A N AT I C.C O M / S U P,  K  W W W. K- 6 6 .C O MS A L E S @ K- 6 6 .C O M ,

http://www.fanatic.com/sup
http://www.k-66.com
mailto:sales@k-66.com
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FINISTÈRE
Make

the new normal
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Words and pics: Helen Trehoret 

France is famous for the long 
stretches of Atlantic coast, with long 
stretches of sandy beaches and pine 
forests. This is the south west of 
France. However, there is another 
part of France that is hidden and off 
the beaten track: Finistère.  

The Brittany region is comprised of four 

departments, Ile et Vilaine, Morbihan, Cotes d’Armor 

and tucked away in the west, is Finistère. Finistère 

literally means land’s end, it is the lesser known 

department. Here in Finistère there are no big 

budgets, no amusement parks, it is truly the hidden 

gem of France. 

It is no surprise that 75 percent of the best stand up 

paddle boarders in France come from Finistère, it is 

the ideal training ground for SUP. You can have it all: 

SUP race, downwind, SUP surf, SUP foil and SUP 

touring. It is all here, the sheer magic of the 

orientation of the land, along with the exposure to 

the Atlantic swells means that on any given day, 

something is happening in Finistère. 
 

Obsessed 
Before I go on let me introduce myself, I am Helen 

Trehoret, a SUP enthusiast. I moved to France eight or 

so years ago, I already was into SUP before I came 

here, but I happened to land in a culture that was 

obsessed by SUP paddling, and the rest is history. 

Since landing in France, I have developed a SUP 

business, and now am the proud owner of Barrachou 

Ocean Paddling Centre. The area is a rich paddle 

playground. I can paddle a few places each day, and 

on several different supports, 14ft, foil, OC1, SUP surf. 

I am based in Guissény, North Finistère. Never heard 

of it?Well let me introduce you to Pays Pagan!  First 

things first, you need to turn right at Roscoff (our 

nearest ferry port) and just follow the coast. Easy as 

that, we only have one road on the north coast. 

Follow the coast road and you will arrive here. It is a 

region that is proud of its culture, surroundings and 

its 100% pure Breizh! This is not Paris.  
 

New normal 
It is in these times that we are looking for something 

different, something easy, peaceful and on our 

doorstep. What to immerse yourself in SUP paddling, 

and the real France? If so, read on and let’s invent the 

new normal by paddling in North Finistère! 
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Five kilometres from my centre there is an 
offshore archipelago called Stagadon. In 
calm conditions it can take me 30 minutes 
to paddle there, on the way you bypass sea 
grass, hidden rocks and playful seals. The 
colours of the sea are spectacular, every 
shade of blue! Often when I paddle there, I 
am alone, standing on unspoilt sandy 
beaches and turquoise seas. It is a stunning 
area. This is the place where social 
distancing is easy. 
 

Wave training ground 
SUPing on waves is addictive and I 
personally love it.  North Finistère  is at the 
fore front of SUP foiling, and luckily the bay 
where I live is on point for it, on a given swell 
direction and height, a rolling wave enters 
the bay giving you the ride of your life. I 
have foiled it, SUP’d it, surf skied it and I 
have paddled it on an OC1, all I can say is 
that it is epic. The most beautiful thing is 
there is no one there, so if no one is there, did 
it really happen? Depending on the season 
you can choose your wave size to order. 
Summer is calm and in winter you can ride a 
one-kilometre wave.  
 

Downwind  heaven 
What we have here in abundance, apart from 
cider and crepes, is wind. The wind from 
September to May is from the south west 
and this coupled with the orientation of 
Finistère means there is always a downwind 
to be had. You can choose your down wind to 
order, it ranges from the protected Aberiko  

(we have named the runs as per the Hawaii 
standard) in Aber W’rach, to the famous 
Radliko, a downwind that is on the Rade de 
Brest, which can be anywhere from intense 
to a good spot for first timers.  

It is no coincidence that Finistère breeds the 
best downwind athletes. It is a real hot sport 
for downwind training. My favourite and 
most local is a down wind run on the Aber 
W’rach, a river that is between the two 
villages of Plouguerneau and Aber W’rach. 
The beauty of this run is that you can go 
upwind and then let yourself fly on the way 
down! So where’s best to start the joy of 
downwinds? This is the place! 
 

Fun time SUP 
Finally, the best thing about my area is that 
we have fun whilst on the SUP, one of the 
best things during summer is getting a few 
friends together and playing SUP polo. We 
anchor down two inflatable goals and spend 
the sunset playing  three versus three, until it 
is time to have beer and barbecue and watch 
the sun set. Outdoors is free and there is 
plenty of space available! 

Interested in coming to north Finistère? Visit 
our site for more information. Let me make 
Finistère the new normal for you! 
 

More information 
https://barrachousup.com 

barrachousup@gmail.com 

+33 (0)6.52.97.73.09
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Discover paradise lost

https://barrachousup.com
mailto:barrachousup@gmail.com
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ADVENTURE
Planning your first SUP

Words: Chris Brain 
Pics: Georgina Maxwell, Sonja Jones, Matt Haydock, Red Paddle Co and Chris Brain 

For many paddlers, once you have practiced the fundamental skills required for 
SUP like paddling forwards, turning, steering and getting back on the board, 
you might feel like you are ready to take it a step further. Heading out on your 
first SUP adventure is a fantastic milestone in your personal paddling journey, 
but moving from the safety of being close to shore or a fixed location and going 
somewhere further can be a challenging step. There can be lots of elements to 
consider and knowing where to start and what to think about can be difficult, 
especially if you don't have any other paddling experience to lean upon.

To help you plan an awesome SUP experience, I have identified some considerations and key questions that you will 
want to ask yourself before you set off. You can think of this as a checklist to work through to make sure you have 
covered all the key aspects to planning your trip.   

Do remember that if you are really new to on the water adventures, even a short trip in what may seem like a 
straightforward location can feel very exciting and that most paddlers' first trips are done in sheltered environments 
with fewer hazards and risks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What experience do I have? 
Considering your current experience is a key place to start when planning a SUP adventure. If you’re starting from 
scratch then it is best to enjoy taking small successful steps first and to build up from there, rather than throwing 
yourself in, quite literally at the deep end. 
 
If you are just getting started with SUP it can be difficult to benchmark your personal skills especially if you have no 
one else to compare yourself to, making it hard to work out how competent you are and what kind of trip may be 
suitable.  You may feel like you have good board control when you are paddling  and can make it go where you want 
to, but are these skills still strong with small waves, some wind or after an hour of paddling?   
 
Consider 
l Can I effectively move my board forwards and steer and control it easily? 
l Am I able to change direction and to accelerate my board if I need to avoid a hazard? 
l Can I paddle kneeling and prone in case I need to? 
l If I fall in the water can I swim back to my board and climb back on easily? 
l Am I happy being in deeper water and potentially further away from the shore?
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Consider 
l Can I effectively move my board 

forwards and steer and control it easily? 

l Am I able to change direction and to 

accelerate my board if I need to avoid a 

hazard? 

l Can I paddle kneeling and prone in case 

I need to? 

l If I fall in the water can I swim back to 

my board and climb back on easily? 

l Am I happy being in deeper water and 

potentially further away from the shore? 

 

What do I want to do? 
Once you have the SUP bug, dreaming about 

amazing SUP adventures can occupy your 

thoughts throughout most of the day!  When 

you plan your trip, you need to consider what 

your motivations are for the trip are and what 

you want it to feel like. It’s perfectly fine to 

want to use your SUP to enable a slightly 

more adventurous picnic, but of course it 

could also be used to facilitate a much longer 

physical challenge too. Remember that 

starting small is probably safer (and more 

enjoyable) at the start, you wouldn’t take up 

running and set off for a marathon on your 

first time out would you?   
 

Ask yourself 
l Do I want a relaxed and gentle experience? 

l Am I looking for a physical challenge? 

l Do I want to explore new locations from 

the water? 

l What kind of distance do I want to cover? 

l How long do I want to be out for? 
   

Who am I going with? 
Whilst a solo adventure may be a great future 

goal, there is definitely some security to 

heading out with peers and/or more 

experienced paddlers initially. Other paddlers 

can help with planning, assist with decisions 

along the way and can add to the security of 

being on the water if you are less experienced.   
 

Think about  
l What can I contribute to the journey? 

l What can others contribute to the 

journey? 

l Am I directly responsible for anyone on 

the journey e.g. children and family and 

can I look after them in this environment? 

l Am I capable of looking after myself as 

well as supporting the others at the 

same time? 

 

Where am I paddling?   
All of the previous questions will directly 

influence where you can head to for your 

SUP adventure. The key point when 

choosing the location is that the 

environment must match the skills and 

experience of the paddlers. If the 

environment/location is too challenging or 

too advanced for the group, this is when 

issues will typically arise. 

You may well already have a venue or a trip 

in mind, but if you are unsure where to 

paddle the ‘Go Paddling’ website has a 

whole host of information aimed at paddlers 

getting out and planning trips for the first 

time in the UK. The website has trail maps, 

paddling challenges and paddlepoints, 

which allows you to search for access and 

egress points and points of interest too.   

A good place to start could be a canal 

journey, as they typically allow for easy 

access and egress and are not affected in 

the same way by the wind as maybe an 

open water journey could be. There are also 

some great stretches of river that make 

amazing SUP venues, but a bit of care and 

research must be done beforehand to 

ensure that the river is suitable for your 
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skills and experience. In England we can 

gain this information from the flood 

warning information service and links to 

information about Welsh, Scottish and 

Northern Ireland river levels can also be 

found too. If you are outside of the UK a 

quick online search should bring up the 

relevant information for your region. 

Of course many other paddlers love to take 

their boards to salt water venues and there 

are incredible opportunities for play in 

estuaries, at the beach or on the coast. These 

venues do have additional considerations as 

you must take into account the tide and the 

effect it will have on the trip. Even the slowest 

moving tide could mean that you may not be 

able to paddle against it and cannot safely 

return to land. 

Finally, one of the biggest considerations 

when choosing where to paddle must be the 

expected weather conditions. This can 

affect the direction you choose to go, the 

time of day you might want to set off, how 

you dress and the kit you take with you.  

Wind can have a huge effect on SUPs and 

you don't want to be in a position where you 

spend the day battling against it.  

Forgetting to check the weather forecast 

can lead you quickly into a dangerous 

situation, so going online to check 

beforehand is critical. There are some great 

websites and apps available and a good one, 

which can give us all the information we 

need is called ‘Windy’. A few minutes spent 

checking when you are planning could save 

you plenty of time and trouble!   
 

Even the slowest 

moving tide 
could mean that 
you may not be 

able to paddle 

against it and 
cannot safely 
return to land
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Have you thought about 
l If the intended trip matches your skills 

and experience? 
l Taking a map? 
l Where  will you get in and out and are 

there points to escape along the way? 
l Gaining a recent weather forecast? 
l If  the wind is blowing in your favour or 

will it be against you? 
l If the wind is blowing you towards the 

shore or away from it? 
l Checking the tide times? 
l Checking the river levels? 
 

Are there any hazards or risks? 
Understanding what you will experience 
along the trip is critical to identifying 
hazards and risks that you may need to deal 
with as you paddle. As you follow your 
journey on a map, look for points where you 
are further away from the shore or places 
you will need to cross a larger expanse of 
water. If you do this, not only will you be 
more exposed to the wind, but you could 
also come across larger craft which may not 
be able to avoid you as easily.   

If you are paddling on a river you may also 
come across weirs, which can create 
powerful and lethal currents in the water.  
Keep your eyes peeled for sudden changes 
in the height of the water appearing in the 
distance (horizon lines) and avoid going too 
close, as you can easily end up in a position 
where you can't paddle away from them.   

On many navigable sections of water, 
hazards can be marked on the map or 
identified with signage at water level, 
however, this is not a given. Paddler 
guidebooks can be a great source of 
information and you can always ask online 
to see if anyone else has already paddled 
where you are planning to go and can give 
you up-to-date information too. 
 

Do you know 
l If there are any potential hazards during 

the trip? 
l If there are any moments where you 

may need to be more aware of your 
surroundings? 

l How far away from shore you will 
typically be? 

l If there are other boats and craft on the 
water? 

l If these boats will be making waves that 
might knock me from my board? 

l If you can get off the water if you need 
to?  

What equipment do I need? 
Your first SUP experience can most likely be 
completed with almost any board and 

minimal additional equipment. However, if 
you’re planning to head out for a longer 
trip, it can be worth considering if your 
board is suitable for the distance.  

Longer boards designed for touring are 
typically more manageable when covering 
distance and often have space for a small 
amount of equipment. Taking time to check 
the condition of your board, making sure it 
is pumped up to a suitable pressure (if using 
an inflatable) and examining the condition 
of your leash will be time well spent.  
Remember that your leash is part of your 
safety kit and there really should be no 
need to remove it when you are out on the 
water. Many SUP paddlers may choose not 
to wear a PFD (buoyancy aid) but if you do 
this, you need to be wearing your leash at 
all times, confident in the water, a good 
swimmer and able to self rescue back onto 
the board with ease. If you’re not sure, then 
wearing a PFD will bring a bit of extra 
reassurance and a simple one that fits well 
is likely to be all you need. 

For your journey you also might want to 
pack extra kit, which you should be able to 
store on your board in a small dry bag.  
Some of the contents of this kit could be 
regular things that you know you will need 
such as your lunch and a drink but other 
things could be packed for those ‘just in 
case’ moments.   

I typically advise paddlers on what they need 
to take on a trip: we need to be able to fix 
people, feed people, keep warm and call for 
help. This means we want to consider some 
kind of first aid kit, spare food, spare layers, 
maybe an emergency shelter as well as 
having your phone/radio available to hand.  
 

Consider 
l Is my board suitable for the trip 

distance/duration? 
l Have I checked the condition of my 

board and paddle? 
l Have I checked the condition of my 

leash (including the velcro)? 
l Will I be wearing a PFD? 
l Is my clothing suitable for the trip and 

will I be warm enough if I fall in? 
l What emergency equipment do I have? 
l Can I carry this equipment on my board? 
l Can I give my location if I need to? 
 

What will I do if there is a 
problem? 
Even with the best planning and preparation, 
you could still come into difficulties along 
the way. If you have chosen a more 
straightforward journey with a sheltered 
environment, then the solutions to problems 
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are likely to be fairly simple.  However, if you 

have been more ambitious with your trip 

then you may have some bigger challenges 

on your hands. Time spent practicing 

paddling whilst kneeling or helping someone 

back onto their board before you go on your 

trip, will be time well spent. 

Making sure you have covered some of the 

basics like telling someone where you are 

going and what time you are setting off and 

coming back will go a long way towards the 

trip being successful. 
 

Ask yourself 
l Can I paddle to the side and leave the 

water easily? 

l Can I get myself back on my board and 

could I help someone else if they are 

struggling? 

l Have I practiced towing another paddler 

if they need it? 

l Can I paddle kneeling/prone in case I 

can’t  stand up? 

l Have I told someone where I am going 

and what time I aim to return? 

l Does this person know what to do if 

there is a problem? 

l Is my phone/radio close to hand? 

l Have I considered how I would handle 

an emergency? 

Do bear in mind that every SUP adventure 

on the water will hold an element of risk and 

the checklists above cannot account for 

everything that you may face on your 

journey. Reflecting and learning from your 

experiences will be key to being able to 

head out on more remote trips in more 

challenging situations. 

Good luck heading out on your first SUP 

adventure! 
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 Anglesey
Words and pics: Richard Griffiths Hughes 
It started on Valentine’s Day – I was working in Pwllheli in North 
Wales, and rung Farrel from O’Shea to ask if my board was ready. 
He said yes, and I went to pick up a 13’0 GTE. I was keen to do 
more expeditioning and long journeys on the board and I wanted 
a platform I could work from too. So, after collecting the board, it 
stayed in its bag for a week. However, once I was able to, I got out 
on my closest bit of water – the Menai Strait.  
 
 
 
 
This narrow stretch of water separates the island of Anglesey from mainland Wales, and due to 
the tidal currents that flow up the Irish Sea in and out of Liverpool Bay, it receives plenty of 
strong tidal flow, especially in the section between the two bridges, known as ‘The Swellies’. It’s 
a patch of water I know really well, as my background is predominantly in sea kayaking, 
especially racing, time-trialling and expeditioning. It’s the perfect bit of water to put your skills 
to the test in fast flowing, turbulent water, with standing waves and many smaller features. An 
hour of playing, falling off, surfing, sprinting and having fun and I knew the board was a good 
one! Over the coming weeks I went out on it plenty, as well as for work on some British Canoeing 
instructor and coach courses.  

In early March, a customer of mine expressed that she’s always wanted to paddle around 
Anglesey on her board, but lacked the confidence to do it herself, and wondered if I’d be up for 
accompanying her. I thought it was a great idea, a four or five-day supported expedition around 
Anglesey’s 120-mile coastline, taking in some of the most iconic sea paddling venues, and the 
idea was born. Now came the tricky bit – I had to work out whether I could paddle it, and more 
so could my customers cope with it.  
 

Talk of a potential lockdown 
So, I became obsessed with weather and swell forecasts for days, and found a window of mid-
March. With coronavirus starting to take hold in the UK, it had to be now. There was already talk 
of a potential lockdown, so any attempt had to happen. I decided to go for it on the March 18th. 
The swell forecast wasn’t ideal for the morning, but it was forecasting 4-6mph winds, and for the 
swell to die off in the afternoon. I also knew that once I’d rounded the north-west corner of the 
island, the swell would quickly diminish anyway, so I got all my kit ready the night before, re-
checked my tidal plan and went to bed. 

The family dropped me off at Porth Dafarch, and whilst the kids ran around and played, I 
pumped the board up, packed all my kit onto it and got ready to set off at my target time. The 
swell in the bay was bigger than I wanted it to be, but I could see that outside the bay it looked 
a lot calmer. Any last-minute nerves and doubts were noted and packed away, and I was away.  

Planning a circumnavigation around a tidal area involves a lot of input. I had to hit tidal gates at 
certain times to maximise the tidal assistance around the island. This relies on me knowing the 
average speed I’m going to travel at and when I expect to hit each point. I gave myself a 
generous 20-minute window to reach all the key points.  
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Key points 
They were; Penrhyn Mawr, a large tide race 
about 2km from Porth Dafarch, that 
creates large standing waves and very fast 
currents when the tide is on the flood. I 
aimed to hit this just as the flood was 
starting. Not enough to make it angry, but 
enough to help me pass it quickly. The 
same was true of Ynys Lawd (South Stack), 
the iconic lighthouse situated on the far 
western tip of the island. Once clear of 
Ynys Arw (North Stack), the next big hazard 
comes in the form of harbour traffic from 
Holyhead. If you’ve ever day-tripped to 
Ireland, you’ll know of the massive ferries 
that come in and out of the harbour!  

I contacted port control on my VHF, they 
informed me that both ferries were due in 
the next 30 minutes. I decided to sneak up 
as close to the harbour entrance as I dared, 
got off the board and climbed up a few 
metres clear of the water (the wash off the 
ferries is pretty big once it hits land!), and 
watched as one, then the other ferry came 
into view and trundled in towards their 
berths.  

A quick check with port control and once I 
was given the all clear, I was back on. I 
tried to stay as far away from the coastline 
as I could on this next section in order to 
maximise the tidal assistance, and quickly 
arrived at Carmel Head. This headland is 
the north west tip of Anglesey, and is 
another crucial pinch-point for journeys 
around the island.  
 

The Skerries 
Just under 2kms offshore are a cluster of 
small islands known as Ynysoedd y 
Moelrhoniaid (The Skerries). The sound 
between Anglesey and these islands 
creates an area of fast flowing water, and 
with the swell on the day made for an 
interesting 10 minutes. As predicted 
though, once I was round the corner the 
conditions dropped right off, and that was 
the last bit of lumpy water I was to see for 
the rest of the day!  

Blasting now along the north coast of the 
island, I ticked off places as I went past, 
first Maen y Bugael (West Mouse), Cemlyn, 
the nuclear power station at Wylfa, then 
Ynys Badrig (Middle Mouse), a good spot 
for seeing porpoise and dolphins, and I was 
duly rewarded with a quick interaction 
with a small pod of harbour porpoise. Then 
a brief glimpse of the brickworks at Porth 
Wen, before passing Ynys Amlwch (East 
Mouse) and rounding Trwyn Eilian (Point 
Lynas) to complete the north coast.  
 



Coastguard and RNLI 
Alongside Trwyn Eilian I was approached by a 
fishing vessel – they’d heard on the VHF about 
Coastguard and RNLI reports of a solo 
paddleboarder paddling way offshore. They 
came to check I was ok, which I assured them 
I was, then got the VHF out to make contact 
with the Coastguard. There are a number of 
places on Anglesey where VHF signal from a 
handheld device is poor, especially under 
cliffs, and I hadn’t heard any of their earlier 
calls. I radioed them to tell them I was ok and 
was proceeding to Moelfre. I also thanked 
them for their concern, and got back on with 
the task of paddling.  

I didn’t expect 20 minutes later to have 
Moelfre’s inshore lifeboat alongside though! 
After chatting with the guys that came out 
to me, and them being satisfied I was well 
equipped and skilled to being doing a trip of 
this nature, they headed back to the station. 
They informed me that the police and 
coastguard had a number of calls about a 
man on a yellow paddleboard paddling 
miles offshore, so they had to respond and 
see for themselves.    

The last hour of the trip was fairly 
uneventful after that, and I paddled the last 
few kilometres into Moelfre. I’d left my 
phone in the car that morning, so had to 
walk round the village for a bit to find 
someone who had a mobile phone I could 
borrow to phone for a lift! I deflated the 
board and got all my kit together, and sat 

down to reflect on the day. It had taken me 
just over eight hours to paddle from Porth 
Dafarch to Moelfre, a distance of 52km.  
 

What did I learn from the trip?  
Make sure the coastguard knows your 
intentions before you go out. I gave them 
an itinerary when I was by Holyhead 
Harbour, but the communication strength 
was poor and they didn’t get all of my 
details. Leaving my phone in the car was 
another bad idea! Other than that, the trip 
was a great success. I wouldn’t expect 
customers to paddle that sort of distance in 
a day, but it did prove to me that the trip 
was feasible to do over 4-5 days, and I got a 
really good idea of where the first two or 
three days would be spent.  
 

Kit choices 
I was very pleased with my kit choices, I 
was comfortable for most of the day and the 
board performed brilliantly. I carried with 
me a VHF, a PLB, an LED pinpoint flare, a full 
set of dry base layers, hats and gloves, a 
spare paddle, a repair kit, a first aid kit and a 
small shelter. I mainly fuelled myself on a 
big breakfast of porridge, and snacked 
through the day on very buttery, very 
syrupy flapjacks I’d made the day before. I 
also had a few energy gels, which were very 
useful in the last stages of the trip.  

Now all I need is for the lockdown to end so 
I can finish the other half! 
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Richard Griffiths Hughes 
runs Môn Active, a small 
training company based on 
Anglesey. He holds a number 
of British Canoeing awards 
including the Advanced Sea 
Kayak Leader award, and is 
also a provider of a wide range 
of British Canoeing personal 
performance, leadership and 
coaching qualifications, 
including the new SUP Coach 
awards. He provides first aid 
courses through the Rescue 
and Emergency Care scheme. 
He also holds a number of 
other outdoor qualifications 
and has been working in the 
industry for over 15 years, now 
specialising in the delivery of 
NGB qualifications and 
technical advice.  

He is sponsored by O’Shea for 
SUP, Celtic Paddles for 
kayaking and is a brand 
ambassador for Rockpool 
Kayaks. When not working, 
he’s busy bringing up two 
young daughters, in between 
racing and taking part in time 
trials in both sea kayak and 
SUP. More details can be found 
at www.monactive.co.uk or 
on www.facebook.com/ 

monactive. A lot of 
information about water-based 
time trials and other 
challenges around the UK can 
be found at 
www.performanceseakayak.

co.uk

http://www.monactive.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/monactive
https://www.facebook.com/monactive
https://www.facebook.com/monactive
http://www.performanceseakayak.co.uk
http://www.performanceseakayak.co.uk
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ABUSED
SUP water wear accessories that’ve 

stood the test of time
Words & pics: Tez Plavenieks  

Editing SUP Mag UK, as well as our sister 
magazine Windsurfing UK, and 
contributing to multiple watersports 
media channels (particular in terms of 

communication surrounding equipment) 
requires a whole bunch of SUP water wear 

accessories to make sure that:   
a. I’m protected against the elements. 

b. I can perform the job in hand (i.e. nail 
photographs to accompany text) as comfortably as 
possible. 

Sometimes being on the water, multiple times a 
day (I know: woe is me, get the violins out), means 
I’m wet, then dry, then wet again. This requires, at 
least in terms of water wear, different attire to make 
sure I don’t get hypothermia and can do what I 
need to do.  

During the span of SUP Mag UK’s existence 
there’ve been a bunch of different accessory 
products that have been my go to, some standing 
the test of time better than others. What follows is 
a list of stuff I use loads, that’s been versatile and 
more importantly is extremely robust, rugged and 
has had a long life. 



NCW (North Coast Wetsuits) 
Gulf Stream winter steamer 
5mm 
Based in Cornwall, NCW are a British brand 

owned by Mark Graham, who offer 

affordable, quality wetsuit products (among 

others) that perform amazingly. Whether 

sliding waves on a frosty morning or 

charging supped up windy conditions 

during a storm. I’ve used the 5mm 

extensively and found it to be extremely 

good at coping with all I can throw at it. So 

much so that I own a few (to make sure I 

have a dry suit when the others are wet). 

www.northcoastwetsuits.co.uk 

 

Palm Equipment Horizon 
insulated boardies 
On soooooo many occasions have I opted 

not to wear a full wetsuit, instead grabbing 

Palm Equipment’s super versatile Horizon 

boardies. Why? Because the fleece lined 

inner lining makes them proper toasty. So 

during warmer bouts of colder weather (if 

that makes sense?) or during shoulder 

season periods, when a wetty may just be 

too hot, the Horizon boardies have been my 

go to. Even in summer, when temps are 

soaring, simply whip these bad boys out, 

pair them with a rashy and off you go. Hard 

wearing, practical and quick dry – I love 

them. 

 

Palm Equipment short sleeve 
anti-UV rashy 
Living on the UK’s south coast – especially 

somewhere with a microclimate like my 

home – does mean we get a lot of warm, 

sunny days. During these times I still need 

a top layer covering which is where another 

Palm Equipment product comes in. The 

brand’s short sleeve rashy, offering UV 

protection, is my first reach. It’s 

comfortable, hard wearing (relative to it be a 

lycra top) and looks the biz too! 

https://palmequipmenteurope.com 

 

Sharkskin technical watersports 
wear 
An Aussie brand, now in the UK, Sharkskin 

offer a range of technical watersports wear 

that’s highly applicable to SUP. Their chill 

proof long sleeve, tank top and leggings – 

all fleece lined and quick dry – are lovely 

pieces of attire to wear whilst paddling or 

sailing. Comfy and practical, yet technical 

to boot, between these and other garments 

mentioned above, I regularly chop and 

change. 

www.sharkskin.com 
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https://www.northcoastwetsuits.co.uk
http://palmequipmenteurope.com
https://www.sharkskin.com


Funky Seal 3mm wetty 
Funky Seal wetsuits offer a range of vivid, 
brightly coloured and off the wall designs 
that spruce up the wetsuit space no end. 
Not only this, their 3mm suits are proper 
hard-wearing and fit for a whole variety of 
uses – more than just SUP. I’ve actually used 
the FS wetty in winter months (on warmer 
days) as they’re that toasty. The wetties are 
also easy on, with no faffing around! 

www.funkysealwetsuit.com/ 
 

Ocean Specific Kaha 
amphibious tee 
I love amphibious tees. Being able to go 
straight from paddling to the bar, or office 
or wherever is great. When thermometer 
readings rise popping Ocean Specific’s Kaha 
on is the norm. It looks pucka in land-based 
situations as well as on the brine and is 
quick dry to boot. Ocean Specific are also a 
big supporter of UK SUP, if you hadn’t 
already spotted. 

www.oceanspecific.com 
 

Hutch SUP Wear amphibious 
paddling tee 
Another amphibious piece of attire, this 
time from Hutch SUP Wear – Simon 
Hutchinson (hence the name Hutch SUP 
Wear), is also part of the SUPfm hosting 
duo. Hutch’s amphibious tee is another 
practical, versatile and durable thread that 
looks simple yet stylish and has plenty of 
practical watery applications. 

www.hutchsupwear.com 
 

SUPSkin Magic drysuit 
In the real depths of winter, when it’s cold 
enough to freeze the tips off your toes, 
there’s only one garment I’ll opt for… And 
that’s SUPSkin’s Magic drysuit. Offering 
superior levels of warmth, it’s a suit that’ll 
keep you warm and dry but looks the biz as 
well and is proper hard wearing. Having the 
ability to purchase in made to order fashion 
is a big plus. 

www.supskin.com 

There’re loads more 
paddling attire options 
out there, and we’re sure 
some of you have your 
faves. Let us know what 
they are… 

s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k

https://www.funkysealwetsuit.com/
https://www.funkysealwetsuit.com/
http://www.oceanspecific.com
https://www.hutchsupwear.com
https://www.supskin.com
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First off the lightweight Super Fly 
construction is bang on. It’s not often you 
can flat lift a 14’ stand up paddle board 
from its centrally located, embedded 
handle. Feeling more like a 12’6 in this 
instance the SIC is therefore considerably 
easier to cart about than some. 

This version of SIC’s RS 14’ is the 26” wide 
version. For most people looking at race 
SUPs this is on the larger dim size of the 
spectrum – unless you’re a heavy weight, 
in which case it’ll be right on the money. 
For average size paddlers this size will be 
more like a touring board. And with that in 
mind it’s certainly on point. Whilst nervous 
paddlers requiring a bit more size can 

certainly use it for SUP racing there’s 
no reason it can’t be put to good use 
as an all-round craft, which we’ve 
done extensively. As well we’ve even 
had chance to chuck it down a few 
swell rollers in surf SUP mode. In all 
instances the 26” handles conditions 
superbly, displaying the kind of 
versatility every paddler requires 
from their machine – not just racers. 

From a feature POV the deck has two 
accurately located grab handles for 
dragging in and out of the drink 
whilst on the boxy rails riders will 
discover two drainage holes on either 

side. If you need to stow essentials then 
so be it with the included bungee chord. 
A stomp pad on the tail, for 
hammerhead pivot turns, and a well-
crafted carbon fin protruding from the 
underside rounds the bells and whistles 
out. 

For 2020’s RS version the brand have 
lowered the nose and tail rocker slightly 
to increase the board’s waterline. This 
translates directly to tracking which is 
arrow-like. Glide is also good with the RS 
responding well from each paddle stroke. 
The board’s nose sheers water effectively 
making for an efficient ride in choppy 
water states also.

Top drawer –  
SIC RS (Rocket Ship)  
14’ x 26” x 315L 2020  
Pics: SUPM 
Every now and again we come across SUPs in our test section that 
are truly all encapsulating. Getting hold of something from 
renowned brand SIC has been a long time coming. With the 
launch of 2020’s RS (Rocket Ship) range this finally came to 
fruition and we have to say (again) that we’re in awe of this 14fter. 

Price:  
£2850  
 
Info:  
https://sicmaui.com/board
s/14-0-rs-x26-sf.html

SUP Mag UK’s test station. If you want 
your product reviewed and think it will be 
of interest to SUPers 
Email: tezwoz1@hotmail.co.ukGear shed
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 CONCLUSION 
If you want a top shelf 
speedster that can also double 
as a touring SUP then look no 
further. SIC’s RS 14’ x 26” is a 
superb example of refinement, 
attention to detail and 
premium quality. Able to cover 
distance effectively, hold its 
own on the race course, and 
even surf riders opting for the 
RS won’t be disappointed. For 
sure, it ain’t cheap, but you’re 
definitely getting what you 
pay for. 

Thanks to Freddie Oldfield at 
Maxtrack for helping with this 
test. 

https://sicmaui.com/boards/14-0-rs-x26-sf.html
https://sicmaui.com/boards/14-0-rs-x26-sf.html
mailto:tez@supmaguk.co.uk
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Supplied with five fins – a larger 

centrally located US fin Box fin and 

four side bites – riders can either tune 

as a quad or thruster. We’d suggest if 

you want to hang a few over then 

you may need a slightly larger fin 

for a more locked in feel. The 10’ 

Spoon, however, is more about new 

school performance longboard SUP 

surfing than traditional plank walks. 

Having waxed the Spoon at length 

stepping aboard gives a typically 

low to the water experience. For 

many the quoted dimensions may 

seem a little on the smaller side, yet 

the board’s 10’ length offsets some of 

this and gives a more planted feel 

than if aboard a shorter SUP with 

similar volume and width. Glide is 

efficient, with paddlers able to cruise 

out to the take off having located the 

standing sweet spot. The deck is slightly 

rolled so some sweepers will find 

offset foot placements best. 

For a lower volume/width sled 

the Spoon’s glide allows pretty 

early take offs, and in less ideal 

surf also. We were chuffed with 

how easy it was to pick up 

waves and the Spoon’s speed 

ramps up quick smart. For 

surfers who have less than ideal 

conditions that’s a great thing as 

it means more sessions using 

your performance longboard sled. 

Dropping in the Spoon bites hard as 

you engage the rail. It’s a fulfilling 

experience observing the water sluice 

off during carves. Even with 10’ of 

length the board’s swing weight 

doesn’t really prevent riders throwing 

it about. We’ve said it before in the 

past but longer, performance surf 

SUPs can easily cope with short board 

surf moves so should definitely be 

considered. Off the tops, reos and lip 

bounces are all possible with Spoon. 

And if you do fancy a spot of toes over 

action then it’ll accommodate also. 

The board can be supplied with a deck 

pad if wanted.

Got wood? –  
Redwoodpaddle Spoon  
10’ x 28” x 115L 2020 (Pawlonia)  
Pics: SUPM 

There’s something about woodies… And we don’t see too many pure 

wood SUPs, minus deckpad, within the world of stand up paddle 

boarding too often. So hats off to Redwoodpaddle on that front 

alone. We’ve tested previous versions of the Spoon – the French 

brand’s high performance longboard surf SUP – so couldn’t wait to 

lay hands on this machine.

 CONCLUSION 
With uber good looks this is a 
board that’ll grab attentions on 
the beach that’s for sure. 
Displaying poise not 
necessarily reflective of its 
dimensions the Spoon 10’ x 28 x 
115L will be more usable than 
you’d initially think. You don’t 
need quite the cat-like balance 
of some SUP s in similar 
category allowing the Spoon’s 
wave shredding prowess to be 
unlocked without hassle. The 
Spoon’s pad less deck only adds 
authenticity to the whole 
surfing experience. 

Price:  
890€  
 
Info:  
https://redwoodpaddle.co
m/gb/spoon/554-10-
spoon-paulownia.html

https://redwoodpaddle.com/gb/spoon/554-10-spoon-paulownia.html
https://redwoodpaddle.com/gb/spoon/554-10-spoon-paulownia.html
https://redwoodpaddle.com/gb/spoon/554-10-spoon-paulownia.html


The Guppy’s plan shape calls on retro 
shaping elements, such as the 
stepped winger tail, which gives a 
great aesthetic. It’s a mid-width, 
volume sled that’s made for taking on 
small to medium sized waves – 
especially if you fancy switching from 
your longboard surf SUP (see the Loco 
Logger review last issue). It also has 
windSUP options with the embedded 
mast track, also reflective of Joey T’s 
windsurfing background. This ensures 
as much versatility as possible 

The board works super well in fun 
waves as a performance surf SUP 
applicable to improving riders as 
much as those with skills. It’s packed 
with plenty of glide allowing for early 
wave roll ins, which can be hard to access 
with sub-9ft SUPs sometimes. Speed down 

the line is progressive yet it’s in the turn you 
feel fulfilled. Carving rail to rail is the Guppy’s 
forte and it’ll flatter many riding styles who 
lean to a progressive turning style. We feel 
that it’ll work quite nicely as a step up 
platform for bigger swells also. 

We mentioned versatility above, which the 8’6 
Guppy has in abundance. Testament 

to that is the fact that even heavier 
paddlers will be able to pilot on 
surfless waters. Obvious there 
are more efficient stand up 
paddle boards for this kind of 
thing but if you’re not in the 
market for a quiver and don’t 
have access to a bigger vessel 
be comforted that you’ll still be 
able to get out for a float aboard 
the Guppy. 

In windSUP mode the Guppy has 
enjoyable performance. In some 
ways it feels more like a large 
wave board (which is, after all, 
what it is) that you can cruise 
about on atop flat water also. 
For those after windSUP 
properties Loco’s Guppy is one 
that’ll make use of light airs but 
also convert to wave 
environments if you’re after a 
breezy swell tool. It’s therefore 
perfectly applicable to call it a 
‘Swiss army knife’ of a SUP that’ll 

deliver multiple benefits in 
different watery scenarios.
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Tooled up!  –  
Loco Guppy 8’6 x 31” x 130L 2020  
Pics: SUPM 
Observing NE based brand loco evolve over the years has been 
interesting. Having started out as a hardcore surf SUP brand 
Loco has now become a more all round stand up paddle 
boarding company (UK based) that embraces all elements of 
the sport, including inflatables, after resisting initially. That said 
Joe Thwaites (Loco’s head honch) still retains the company’s 
surfing roots which can be seen in designs such as the 8’6 
Guppy, tested here.

 CONCLUSION 
Great looks as usual from Loco 
the brand’s 2020 Guppy 8’6 is 
worthy of consideration if you’re 
after decent hard SUP crossover 
performance. An adept windSUP 
performer with great SUP 
surfing prowess it’s a board 
that’ll find favour with many.  
Check it out if wind and wave 
versatility’s what you’re after 
with a smattering of flat water 
performance for good measure. 

Price:  
£1599 
 
Info:  
https://locosurfing.com/pr
oduct/2020-loco-guppy-
stand-up-paddle-board-7/

https://locosurfing.com/product/2020-loco-guppy-stand-up-paddle-board-7/
https://locosurfing.com/product/2020-loco-guppy-stand-up-paddle-board-7/
https://locosurfing.com/product/2020-loco-guppy-stand-up-paddle-board-7/
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 CONCLUSION 
Hypr’s Coffee Table 8’ epitomises 
new school SUP. Easily paddled, 
with plenty of scope for SUP 
surfing, it’s also a top notch foil 
sled allowing either wave 
propelled foiling flights or wing 
machine rides for those inclined. 
Tough construction and great 
aesthetics only add to the CT’s 
appeal. 

Upon debagging the first thing we notice is 

its pronounced stepped rail. Whilst listed 

dimensions state a moderate 29 inches 

of width straight away (from 

experience) we appreciated this 

design trait will reduce the actual 

standing area, thereby increase 

nimbleness without detriment to 

overall stability. 

Graphically the Coffee Table’s 

wooden veneer, carbon accents and 

tribal (almost) tattoo esque dragon 

swirls really lend the board a unique 

look. It’s eye catching and certainly 

grabs attention – as with all Hypr 

stand up paddle boards. 

The addition of a deep tuttle foil box 

is a modernity for Hypr. You can still 

use the Coffee Table in standard SUP 

surfing mode by fitting the premium 

honeycomb fins. Unfortunately, due 

to COVID and lockdown, we didn’t get 

to test the CT in standard paddle 

mode (other than on the flat). And 

whilst we have the option of slotting in a 

foil for wave flying, during testing surf wasn’t 

forthcoming. But fear not, as this is the 

modern era of stand up we’re now in, with 

wings to fly! 

Wing surfing and wing foiling (along with 

windSUP – which we’ve covered many times in 

SUPM) is a way to maximise your 

time afloat and make the most of 

breezy SUP sessions. Hypr’s Coffee 

Table is therefore a great crossover 

tool that’ll increase time on the 

brine when coupled with a wing. 

The super choppy water we 

experience in SUPM’s backyard, 

when breezy, is no match for the 

CT 8’. It’s super stable and allows 

easy starts. Up on knees, take hold 

of wing and pump: away you fly. 

With impeccable manners the 

Coffee Table slices through 

flotsam and generates efficient 

forwards momentum to aid 

speed, and therefore lift. Those 

parallel rail and hull cut outs 

induce water flow and release. 

Quick smart riders ride onto foil 

with little hassle. Once airborne 

the CT continues to be super 

stable and composed. It doesn’t 

buck with gusts and allows focus 

on the actual experience rather 

than fighting the elements. 

Through moves, such as foiling 

gybes, its stability remains giving 

time to dial in hand and foot 

changes – for newbie wing foilers the 

CT 8’ makes a good tutor. All in, it’s an 

easy to use wing foiling sled with 

plenty of additional versatility.

Dragon fly –  
Hypr Coffee Table 8’ x 29” x 130 
Hypr Hawaii’s Coffee Table 8’ is an interesting board from the iconic 

Hawaiian brand. Interesting in the fact it differs from their more 

traditionally shaped SUP sleds. Taking the stubby, parallel rail 

concept and adding a foil box is Hypr keeping with the times. 

Those patented, unique hull chines are still evident, but it’s a very 

different machine to previous Hypr test boards. 

Price:  
 £1975  
 
Info:  
www.hyprhawaii.co.uk/stor
e/80-x-29-x-4-5-Coffee-
Table-with-Foil-Box-
p153360645
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https://www.hyprhawaii.co.uk/store/80-x-29-x-4-5-Coffee-Table-with-Foil-Box-p153360645
https://www.hyprhawaii.co.uk/store/80-x-29-x-4-5-Coffee-Table-with-Foil-Box-p153360645
https://www.hyprhawaii.co.uk/store/80-x-29-x-4-5-Coffee-Table-with-Foil-Box-p153360645
https://www.hyprhawaii.co.uk/store/80-x-29-x-4-5-Coffee-Table-with-Foil-Box-p153360645


Straight out the packaging and many 
will find a unique looking iSUP with 
plenty of fixtures and fittings. Some 
may see this as alien. For starters 
there’re 14 mettle D-rings across four 
different footstrap fixing points. The 
Go Free is designed to plane (if you’re 
unsure what planing is then look it up 
online) so has footstrap options for 
those already possessing the skills. 
Being able to tune the position of 
these – inboard or outboard – is a nice 
feature and will allow efficiency across 
different scenarios. Outboard: speed 
and straight lining. Inboard: 
learning/manoeuvrability. McConks’ Go 

Free has the option of setting as a three finned 
SUP or inserting the more upright, wind 
performance orientated fin. There’s also the 
hard rubber release rail that aids tracking and 
early planing whilst the board’s tail shows 
pronounced tail rocker for improved 
manoeuvrability.  

Designing a crossover board is no easy feat. 
What makes a good windy board doesn’t 
necessarily make for a good SUP, and vice 
versa. Add wing surfing to the mix – which is 
very much its own beast – and the headache 
for shapers is even greater. 

In blow mode the Go Free is an efficient 
windSUP performer. By this we mean low 

wind, non-planing conditions. It’s a 
nimble sled for throwing some old 
school freestyle down and/or cruising 
about. As puff speeds ramp up it’s 
possible to get the Go Free planing. 
We’ll be honest, we didn’t score the 
best conditions for this as high 
pressure dominated weather patterns 
(as well as COVID-19 lockdown 
halting proceedings). So more 
investigation needed here. We’re 
pretty sure it’ll deliver though… 

During testing we also encountered a 
few small waves. Happily we can 
report the 9’8 loves a little bump to 
play on. The hard rubber release rail 
helps with glide and speed. iSUPs are 
notorious for sticking when on a wave 
but the 9’8 slides efficiently. The 

board’s tail rocker also helps.

All round freedom  –  
McConks Go Free 9’8 x 30” 2020  
Pics: SUPM 
The 2020 McConks Go Free is the Cotswolds’’ based brand’s 
version of a crossover inflatable board. There are a number of 
this type out there, aiming to combine performance windSUP 
and stand up paddle boarding elements. With ever increasing 
amounts of attention given to the windier end of SUP – with 
riders encouraged to use sail and wing power – it’s an 
interesting area of development. McConks also have their own 
Go Fly 5m wing surfing wing (see review last issue) that’s 
designed to be used in conjunction with the Go Free. But, it 
also needs to paddle well…
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 CONCLUSION 
Unfortunately we didn’t get 
chance to test McConks’ Go 
Free 9’8 in full power 
windsurfing mode or wing 
surfing mode. We’re going to 
though, so stay tuned… For 
light air windSUP it’s a fun 
inflatable and can serve as a 
learning tool in this arena. In 
paddle mode it’s good for a 
float and laps up wavelets 
without drama. All round 
certainly sums this iSUP up! 

Price:  
£650 
 
Info:  
https://mcconks.com/shop/
inflatable-sup-stand-up-
paddle/windy-
boards/mcconks-98-go-
free-2020-crossover-
wingsurf-windsurf-board/

s t a n d  u p  p a d d l e  m a g  u k

https://mcconks.com/shop/inflatable-sup-stand-up-paddle/windy-boards/mcconks-98-go-free-2020-crossover-wingsurf-windsurf-board/
https://mcconks.com/shop/inflatable-sup-stand-up-paddle/windy-boards/mcconks-98-go-free-2020-crossover-wingsurf-windsurf-board/
https://mcconks.com/shop/inflatable-sup-stand-up-paddle/windy-boards/mcconks-98-go-free-2020-crossover-wingsurf-windsurf-board/
https://mcconks.com/shop/inflatable-sup-stand-up-paddle/windy-boards/mcconks-98-go-free-2020-crossover-wingsurf-windsurf-board/
https://mcconks.com/shop/inflatable-sup-stand-up-paddle/windy-boards/mcconks-98-go-free-2020-crossover-wingsurf-windsurf-board/
https://mcconks.com/shop/inflatable-sup-stand-up-paddle/windy-boards/mcconks-98-go-free-2020-crossover-wingsurf-windsurf-board/
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For our money Slingshot’s 

Hover Glide 

modular/interchangeable 

foil system is right up 

there. In the position 

SUPM finds itself, where 

we’re able to test multiple 

gear combos, and in 

many cases spend 

considerable time with 

each product, we’re pretty 

sure we know our onions 

currently. The Infinity 84 

front wing – part of the 

aforementioned Hover 

Glide family – was the 

biggest in SS’s line for a 

while, before the 

introduction the monstrous i99 which now 

takes that title. Many SUP foilers will find the 

i84, tested here, more than enough in terms of 

overall surface area. But there’s more to it than 

just size… 

Tony Logosz, Slingshot’s chief designer, has 

come up with a unique Gul wing concept across 

the whole Infinity line up. The idea is the more 

you lift the more the wing’s design counters 

this by applying more downforce in efforts to 

stop cavitation (or overfoil as some call it). Yet 

this isn’t to the detriment of lift itself. 

The i84 rises progressively during take off. It 

doesn’t pop straight up, which can be off 

putting, instead allowing newbie SUP foilers to 

position themselves and tune their stance 

accordingly. For those with experience it’s 

infinitely (no pun 

intended) carveable. 

There’s no warp speed 

element here, instead the 

i84 being dependable, 

fun and a reassuring ride 

that allows improvement 

and nimble agility sort of 

reminiscent of longboard 

surfing, the difference 

being paddlers are flying 

above the water. 

One of the great things 

about the Infinity range 

is that you can swap out 

front and stab wings, 

fuselages and masts as 

you see fit, depending on 

conditions. Plus, all wings are crossover and 

applicable to multiple sports. We’ve used the 

i84 across all combos and in windfoil and wing 

foil mode as well as SUP. In all situations the 

i84 remains the quality product it is.

Hover fly –  
Slingshot Infinity 84 foil wing 2020  
When you start foiling – be that SUP foil, windfoil, surf foil, kite 

foil, wing foil, foil pumping or any other kind of foiling – you want 

equipment that’s as accessible as possible. There’re many foils 

out there for many different purposes. High aspect, low aspect, 

mid aspect, different foil mast lengths, fuselage measurements, 

stab wing sizes and front wing dims. To sift through and find what 

suits you is hard, but necessary.

 CONCLUSION 
As we said, being able to spend 
copious amounts of time with 
a product is really key to 
understanding performance. 
That’s certainly the case here 
with Slinsghot’s i84 foil wing. 
We know how hard it can be 
pushed – which is plenty – 
whilst we also know how low a 
threshold it has in terms of 
conditions needed to make it 
start working. The i84 has a 
huge range! Its carbon finish 
looks great, although it does 
scuff easily (as with all wings) 
and the whole Hover Glide foil 
range is cracking and therefore 
worth a look. 

 

Price:  
£599 
 
Info:  
www.slingshotsports.com/
Hover-Glide-Infinity-
84mm-Carbon-Wing

https://www.slingshotsports.com/Hover-Glide-Infinity-84mm-Carbon-Wing
https://www.slingshotsports.com/Hover-Glide-Infinity-84mm-Carbon-Wing
https://www.slingshotsports.com/Hover-Glide-Infinity-84mm-Carbon-Wing


Swing into action – 
F-One Swing 5m wing 
w w w . f - o n e . w o r l d  

Tester: Kev Sadler 
Wings continue to grab attentions with their simplicity, ease 
of use and new way of doing things. Riding waves, 
downwinders or simply cruising, wings can take you there 
and a whole lot further – the possibilities are extensive. F-
One ‘s Swing 5m is one of those products causing a real stir 
among the wing fraternity so we couldn’t wait to get involved 
with it. 

First thing is you have to love pink. Shrinking violets need not 
apply. You can get bold yellow, black, deep blue/orange and lime 
colourways as well. F-One’s Swing 5m is certainly attention 
grabbing. A couple of other unique design traits also make it 
interesting to those keen eyed. First off is how much flatter the 
wing’s camber, from tip to tip, appears. Whereas some wings are 
more pronounced F-One’s isn’t so much. Secondly are the grab 
handles. F-One have optimised their placements rather than 
clutter. With that in mind there are only three along the central 
strut and one on the Swing’s leading edge. It doesn’t have 
windows and feels very rigid once inflated. 

On the water it’s certainly light, one of the lightest wings we’ve 
used in fact (and wings by their very nature are light anyway). 
That flatter camber certainly comes to the fore when riders are 
aiming to get up on foil. Feeling powerful (because of more surface 
are exposed to gusts), yet well mannered, it boosts you in the 
direction of travel efficiently. And there’s little give in the inflated 
struts which is a great feeling delivering maximum drive. 

Luffing the wing (letting it flap behind you when on a wave for 
instance) is also a nice feeling. The F-One depowers and 
‘disappears’, so to speak, leaving the rider free to concentrate of 
their chosen wave or bump. And even with fewer handles than 
some wings foilers will get used to this during transitions and 
discover less bits to confuse which results in easier turn arounds. 
 
C O N C L U S I O N  
It’s no wonder F-One’s Swing is loved by so many. Offering power 
on tap, yet retaining a feather weight nature, the Swing is the 
epitome of what a wing product should be. When partnered with a 
nimble foil and foil board it’ll take you into manoeuvre 
orientated territory if you so desire. Yet those just happy to 
cruise will also be well served. Vivid, bold livery certainly makes 
the Swing stand out, although not everyone may be keen. But in 
terms of performance you can’t knock F-One’s Swing wing.  

Price: £849   

https://www.f-one.world/product/swing/#specifications
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Acing it  – 
Palm Ace PFD 
h t t p s : / / p a l m e q u i p m e n t e u r o p e . c o m  

By Dale Mears 
Palm have released the Ace pullover style PFD that works on 
the principle ‘Less if more.’ Palm say they have trimmed this 
down to just the essentials and I have to agree. The PFD is 
light and really does feel slimline. The front and back are cut 
away nicely, which really helps free the shoulders and chest 
area of the PFD. The Ace has a nice curved profile thanks to 
Palm’s use of layering foam (contouring). As a pullover style, 
this does not have a zip, which I am happy about as 
personally I find a zip quite bulky. 

Adjustment wise you have three adjustment points, shoulder, 
sides and waist. What I do like about this is there is no clip lock 
buckle on the sides or waist strap. The adjustment buckles use 
Palm’s easy ride straps, which are very quick and easy to adjust. 
If you are a smaller frame there are two small pockets by the 
front shoulders to put any overhanging strap. Towards the waist 
strap there are also pockets, which were useful to tuck away any 
excess strap.  

The adjustable slip lock buckles are well made and  have a small 
overlap, which is easy to get a finger or thumb under to loosen 
quickly when needed – this attention to detail is what you 
expect from Palm. Another good example of this are the 
shoulder straps. These are not just standard webbing straps but 
have the same polyester material stitched into the underside of 
the shoulder strap offering comfort and prevents rub if wearing 
in the heat of summer against bare skin. 

The Ace also offers a small velcro pocket on the inside front 
panel, which is ideal for loose change or storing a non electric 
car key. It isn’t the biggest pocket and not super easy to access 
but if you are stuffing some cash before getting on the water it’s 
a good trade off to having a big pocket on the outside. 

Note: 1% profit from Palm WW PFDs is donated to 
freeriversfund.org fighting against hydro power.  
 
C O N C L U S I O N  
For me this is a perfect PFD for a wide range of people from 
someone who is just starting to SUP and decided they need a PFD 
and at £79.95 this is very good value for someone starting out. I 
used this with the Palm Quick release belt and they made an 
excellent pairing for SUP paddlers. 

Price: £79.95 

https://palmequipmenteurope.com/product/ace

https://www.f-one.world
https://www.f-one.world/product/swing/#specifications
http://palmequipmenteurope.com
http://www.freeriversfund.org
https://palmequipmenteurope.com/product/ace
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www.blackfishpaddles.com     www.getonthewater.co.uk/blackfish 
Distributed in the UK and Europe by UK Watersports Ltd blackfish@ukwatersportsltd.co.uk

Blackfish Paddles 

  Passion. Quality. Performance 
  
High Quality, Hand Crafted 
Carbon SUP Paddles 
 
 
 
  
  
We design, manufacture & distribute 
high quality, handcrafted SUP 
paddles. All our blades and handles 
are handcrafted in our factory in 
Thailand using the highest quality 
materials. Our manufacturing 
processes ensure your paddle will 
not only look great but will provide 
an exceptional paddling experience.

STARTER RANGE

WWW.REDWOODPADDLE.COM

FROM 269€

mailto:anne@supmaguk.co.uk
http://www.blackfishpaddles.com
https://www.getonthewater.co.uk/blackfish
mailto:blackfish@ukwatersportsltd.co.uk
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SUP beatz – 
F9 NonoBuds Pro true Bluetooth, 
waterproof wireless ear buds 
h t t p s : / / n a n o t e k e l e c t r o n i c s . c o m  

In the past Bluetooth 
ear buds haven’t been 
the most efficient of 
tech. Often sound 
would lag, cut out in 
one ear bud or the other 
or drop altogether. 
Pairing was sometimes 
an issue and battery 
life wasn’t exactly long 
life. Fit could be rubbish 
as well. In more recent 
times things have 

improved with most of these issues being addressed. It’s now 
possible to get hold of true Bluetooth, wireless ear buds that 
are fit for purpose – such as the F9 NanoBuds Pro type 
reviewed here. 

This isn’t the first time we’ve tested wireless Bluetooth ear buds 

– Pamu’s Scroll version were under the spotlight a few issues 

back. F9’s version, however are a tad different. First off they’re 

quite simple looking in white livery. (You have the choice of 

black if preferred). The charging/power bank is less ornate as 

well. You do have flashing LEDs indicating how much charge 

the ear buds have, as well as telling whether paring is 

successful. This is a nice touch. 

In terms of pairing it’s simple. Turn you smart phone’s 

Bluetooth on and search. Picking up the F9 ear buds easily you 

accept the pairing and done. From there every time you lift the 

buds out of their charging cradle they switch on and connect. 

Upon ear insertion you hear an automated voice tell you each 

bud has connected successfully. 

Both ear buds have touch control allowing for volume increase 

and forwards/backwards tune scrolling negating the need to 

operate from your phone. An inbuilt mic allows calls which are 

super hi def clarity. We have it on good authority that speaking 

was loud and clear at the receiver’s end. 

One of the niftiest things about F9’s true Bluetooth wireless ear 

buds is they’re waterproof. That means you can take them 

afloat, as long as your phone is waterproof (such as the rugged 

getnord phone we paired ours with), or in a secure waterproof 

pouch. We’d suggest avoiding SUP surfing environments 

whereas flat water paddling scenarios are perfectly fine for 

some music infused sweeping. 
 

C O N C L U S I O N  
All in F9’s true wireless Bluetooth NanoBuds Pro impressed. 
Simple looking yet performance orientated they fit well and work 
great. Included in the package are different size rubber ends to 
get the correct fit. Bottom end sound is awesome with a decent 
top end fiz ‘n’ pop. The waterproofing element lends them 
perfectly to SUP and the addition of the cradle being a 
smartphone charging power bank gives good versatility. F9’s 
buds are widely available online – we got ours from Nanotech 
Electronics with swift and professional service. 

Price: £22.09   

https://nanotekelectronics.com/collections/frontpage/products/
wireless-earbuds

Feathery shooting  – 
Shanren Pocket ultra slim 1080pm 
WiFi action cam 
w w w . s h a n r e n . s h o p /  

As many who read SUPM will be 
aware we’re fond of action 
cameras, such as GoPro and the 
like. In fact, without the 
availability of such tech we 
wouldn’t be able to do much of 
the review/tests we publish. So 
in a way they’re an essential 
part of our quiver. 

Whilst we have our preferred 

model, we’re always on the 

lookout for new and innovative 

alternatives. Shanren’s ultra slim 

Pocket, WiFi action cam came to 

our attention and we were intrigued. Being so much smaller, and 

lighter, than our usual cam we got hold of one to test here. 

First off you need to be aware the cam isn’t waterporoof. If you 

plump for one you’ll need the waterproof housing as well. 

Secondly, the cam connects via its onboard WiFi to your smart 

phone. This is where the app’s interface allows users to control 

mode of shooting as well as instantly see what’s been captured. 

There are also a bunch of filters you can use if so desired. 

Because of this it’s wise to make sure your smart phone is 

adequately protected/waterproofed as you’ll be using it near lots 

of moisture, naturally. Either that or get hold of a rugged, 

waterproof phone such as the Getnord we partnered the Shanren 

cam with. This gives much more peace of mind when afloat. 

Shanren’s cam is extremely lightweight and compact. Even when 

housed there’s not much additional grammage added. Pairing is 

fairly easy. Simply download Shanren’s app, in our case from 

Google’s Play store for free. Then hold down the cam’s power 

button until the LED flashes blue. At this stage you can search in 

your phone’s WiFi settings for the cam. Connect, input the passkey 

(which can be found in your instruction booklet) and you’re in. 

You then have the option of shooting 1080p video, single image 

photographs or time lapse mode. We always opt for time lapse as 

this means we don’t have to worry about clicking shutters and so 

on. Simply let it run and sift through the images later.  

We’ll be honest, it took a few goes to get the time lapse setting to 

work. But eventually it did. Image quality is indeed hi res and 

print quality so there’s plenty of opportunity to capture THE 

shot. In terms of action you can carry your smart phone with 

you on the water, if you’re confident enough. Or set up the mode 

of shooting on land before heading afloat.  
 C O N C L U S I O N  
Shanren’s Pocket WiFi enabled compact action camera is certainly 
worth a look if you’re in the market for a point of view image/video 
shooter. Its lightweight will find favour with many, as will the nifty 
‘tech’ way it connects and amends its setting via the app interface. 
Having to place in waterproof housing makes it not quite as good as 
it could be with an extra layer of faff. The housing lens can 
sometimes steam up as well. All in though, it’s a nice little option for 
anyone wanting to capture their floating SUP action for posterity. 

Price:$84.99 (camera only). $104.99 (camera and housing) 

https://www.shanren.shop/products/pocket-1080p-sport-camera
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GLIDE
INFLATABLE
PFD
You want peace of mind on the water 
but don’t want a bulky buoyancy 
aid. The Glide sits comfortably out 
of the way and infl ates instantly 
when you need it – just pull the cord. 
100 Newtons of buoyancy hidden 
away in a waist belt.

http://palmequipmenteurope.com/product/glide-0
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TECHNIQUE: 

SIMON BORNHOFT WINDWISE TECHNIQUE 
SIMON WINKLEY FUNDAMENTALS 

TESTED: 
AV BOARDS THE TURN 103L; POINT7 SALT PRO 4.7M; WITCHCRAFT SLAYER 3.7M 

SLINGSHOT FREESTYLE 115L; JP FOIL SLATE 7’8; OZONE WASP 4M; BIC PERFORMER WIND 11’6

XAVIER FERLET 
across the pond  

OISIN VAN GELDEREN’S 
50-knot chase  

AV BOARDS  
(Aurelio Verdi) Q&A 

LONG DISTANCE WINDSURFING 
with Henry Cartwright  

BIC UK’S 
Alex Mallalieu in profile  

CRASHING 
for the better  

BWA  
All about the winning 

RYA  
foiling one year on 

HIGHER WIND FOILING
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